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INTRODUCTION

Three patients leave the United States for surgery. The first is self-employed and has no health insurance. He needs life-prolonging heart surgery that would cost at least $50,000 in the United States. On the Internet, he finds a cardiac surgeon at a private hospital in New Delhi, India, who can perform the surgery for no more than $10,000. Terms and conditions on the hospital’s website require patients to resolve any complaints in Indian courts or in one of India’s consumer dispute forums. Civil litigation in India can take fifteen to twenty years to resolve, and India’s consumer forums cannot grant non-economic damages like pain and suffering.

The second patient works for a large, self-insured manufacturer. To compete with foreign manufacturers, his employer must cut jobs and benefits. After seeing a segment on medical tourism on the news, the manufacturer’s benefits manager contacts a medical tourism facilitator in North Carolina. Together, the companies craft a plan to outsource expensive surgeries by paying employees for travel expenses and offering them 25% of the cost-savings, up to $10,000. The employee needs knee surgery, so the facilitator arranges for it at a famous private hospital in Bangkok, Thailand. The contract stipulates that the facilitator shall not be held responsible for any negligence committed by the Thai hospital or physicians. Moreover, the employee must sign a waiver agreeing not to hold the employer liable. The average malpractice payout in Thailand is less than $2500.

The third patient buys health insurance through her employer. The insurance company recently added to its provider network a private hospital in Monterrey, Mexico, and it now offers a plan with much lower premiums and deductibles to patients willing to visit Mexico for certain procedures. The patient visits Monterrey for cataract surgery. The insurance policy states that all network providers are independent contractors and are not agents of the insurer. Mexican law pegs tort compensation to very modest awards in its federal workers’ compensation statute. Moreover, under Mexico’s new medical arbitration system,

1. All amounts are in U.S. dollars, unless otherwise indicated. Though the legal details are hypothetical, I adapted this scenario from the highly publicized case of Howard Staab. See The Globalization of Health Care: Can Medical Tourism Reduce Health Care Costs?: Hearing Before the S. Spec. Comm. on Aging, 109th Cong. 1 (2006) [hereinafter Senate Hearing] (statement of Maggi Ann Grace).

2. Some argue that the label “medical tourism” trivializes the phenomenon. See, e.g., Michele Masucci & Scott Simpson, Outsourcing Care: Medical Tourism Is the Globalization of the American Operating Room, 238 N.Y. L.J. 11 (2007). Though I agree, I use “medical tourism” because it reflects the dominant nomenclature.

3. Though the legal details are hypothetical, I adapted this scenario from the highly publicized example of Blue Ridge Paper Products. See Senate Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Bonnie Grissom Blackley).

4. See infra text accompanying notes 312-316.
the average malpractice recovery is roughly $4800.\textsuperscript{5}

These patients have three things in common. They are gainfully employed. They are leaving the United States to save money on medical expenses. And they have very little legal recourse should they fall victim to medical negligence.

These three scenarios reflect the essential tradeoff. The first patient, by agreeing to Indian jurisdiction, sacrifices potential legal remedies in exchange for life-prolonging medical care that he otherwise could not afford. The risks and benefits accrue directly to the patient. The second and third patients also sacrifice potential legal remedies, as jurisdiction likely resides in Thailand and Mexico. But the benefits accrue diffusely—outsourcing saves money for the patient, employer, and insurer alike.

Do these parties fully appreciate the tradeoff? Employers and insurers seem to—they use releases, waivers, disclaimers, and other contractual devices to limit their legal liabilities when sending patients abroad. And the medical tourism companies that facilitate these transactions use a similar combination of legal prophylaxes. However, it is unclear whether patients fully understand the legal risks. Patients may vaguely comprehend that they might not receive the same legal or regulatory protections overseas. But there is reason to suspect that they do not fully digest just how few legal remedies remain or what options they have if something goes awry.

More and more patients are accepting this tradeoff, wittingly or not. The patients diligent enough to investigate these legal disparities will not find much helpful information. Currently, the literature assumes that foreign jurisdictions provide lesser legal remedies, but until now, no one has tested or supported these assumptions.\textsuperscript{6} To date, there are no reliable, comprehensive sources for patients

\textsuperscript{5} See infra text accompanying note 601.

\textsuperscript{6} See, e.g., MILICA Z. BOOKMAN & KARLA R. BOOKMAN, MEDICAL TOURISM IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 156 (2007) (stating, without identifying jurisdictions for comparison, that other legal systems may not handle disputes as efficiently as U.S. courts); Nathan Cortez, Patients Without Borders: The Emerging Global Market for Patients and the Evolution of Modern Health Care, 83 IND. L.J. 71, 106-07 (2008) (briefly identifying problems with malpractice suits in Malaysia, Singapore, India, and Thailand); Michael Klaus, Outsourcing Vital Operations: What if U.S. Health Care Costs Drive Patients Overseas for Surgery?, 9 QUINNIPIAC HEALTH L.J. 219, 235-39 (2006) (stating, without citing authority, that malpractice laws “either do not exist or are not enforced” in Asia and that patients in India and Thailand “bear the full costs of the medical errors” by physicians); Masucci & Simpson, supra note 2 (stating, without citing authority, that “a medical malpractice plaintiff is unlikely to be made whole by a foreign judgment”); Nicolas P. Terry, Under-Regulated Health Care Phenomena in a Flat World: Medical Tourism and Outsourcing, 29 W. NEW ENG. L. REV. 421, 464 (2007) (asserting that medical tourists may experience “reduced legal outcomes (compensation)” overseas, but acknowledging the lack of information on this point); Marcia S. Wagner, Medical Tourism and Group Health Plans, J. COMP. & BENEFITS, Sept./Oct. 2006, at 26 (stating, without citing authority, that most host countries “have weak malpractice laws”); Kristen Boyle, A Permanent Vacation: Evaluating Medical Tourism’s Place in
to learn about legal recourse for malpractice committed in those jurisdictions.\(^7\)

As such, it is highly doubtful that most U.S. patients fully appreciate the legal risks of medical travel.\(^8\) The three scenarios above reflect increasingly common arrangements. Patients are being asked to forego potential legal claims in U.S. courts, leaving them to rely on foreign judicial systems for compensation, venues where it is unlikely they will recover adequate compensation by U.S. standards. For example, the mean and median recoveries by malpractice victims in the United States ($311,000 and $175,000, respectively) dwarf the average recoveries in Thailand ($2500) and Mexico ($4800).\(^9\) Perhaps for this reason, industry observers and representatives warn patients not to travel overseas if they are at all concerned with their potential legal remedies.\(^10\)

If patients travel overseas for less expensive health care (particularly if they are encouraged to do so), they should understand precisely what remedies they are sacrificing.\(^11\)

This Article recalibrates the legal risks of medical travel by assessing whether patients injured overseas have adequate legal recourse either in the

---

\(^7\) R.K. Nayak, Medical Negligence, Patients' Safety and the Law, REGIONAL HEALTH F., Vol. 8, No. 2, 2004, at 15, 23 (noting that except for India, there is very little information on medical malpractice law in Southeast Asia). There are impressive comparative works on medical malpractice laws. See, e.g., DIETER GIESEN, INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL MALPRACTICE LAW: A COMPARATIVE LAW STUDY OF CIVIL LIABILITY ARISING FROM MEDICAL CARE (1988). But these tend to focus on highly developed countries rather than on the developing countries that patients increasingly visit.

\(^8\) Of course, medical travel presents non-legal risks as well. For example, traveling for surgery may complicate a patient's recovery. See Cortez, supra note 6, at 103-04. This Article focuses on the legal element to these risks, particularly the risk that patients will not have adequate legal recourse if subject to medical malpractice.

\(^9\) See infra text accompanying notes 99, 317-320, 611.

\(^10\) See, e.g., Julie Davidow, Thousands of 'Medical Tourists' Are Traveling Abroad To Save Money -- And at Their Own Risk, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER, July 24, 2006, at A1 (quoting the author of a medical tourism guide, who says, “My sort of blunt advice is that if your primary concern in going to a doctor, surgeon, or dentist is whether or not you're going to have legal recourse if you don’t like the work you get, you shouldn’t go overseas”); Toby Manthey, Surgery Costs Drive Americans Abroad: Arkansans Join Tourism Trend for Cheaper Meds, ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, May 6, 2007, at 60 (“If someone is considering suing someone, for whatever reason, don’t [seek treatment abroad.] That’s all we have to say.”).

\(^11\) In Subsection III.B.3, infra, I discuss whether patients should be able to waive legal remedies in exchange for less expensive health care.
United States or in one of four common destinations: India, Thailand, Singapore, and Mexico. I conclude that U.S. medical tourists will struggle to obtain adequate compensation, either here or abroad. Patients looking to sue in U.S. courts for medical malpractice abroad will face difficulties locating a proper defendant, venue, and theory of liability. Patients suing overseas will also face obstacles recovering adequate, timely compensation in legal systems that use unfamiliar procedures, communicate in foreign languages, limit the remedies available, and impose more onerous burdens of proof. Moreover, I argue that patients cannot accurately appraise the legal risks because 1) no dispositive case law exists indicating whether medical tourists can recover in U.S. courts and 2) until now, there were no reliable resources that explained the remedies patients might have in foreign jurisdictions. In this Article, I attempt to fill this void. Given this information, I also discuss how policymakers might reallocate these risks more fairly and efficiently.

Part I begins by evaluating whether medical tourists can recover in U.S. courts. I use existing scholarship to outline the legal theories patients might use against certain defendants. I emphasize the term “theories” here because courts have yet to test these claims. First, I discuss how patients will struggle to prevail on issues of jurisdiction, venue, and choice of law if they sue foreign providers in U.S. courts. I then discuss how patients will face different obstacles if they attempt to recover from U.S.-based employers, insurers, and medical tourism facilitators. I evaluate several theories of liability, including corporate negligence, informed consent, vicarious liability, and negligent credentialing. Part I concludes by discussing how the industry uses releases, waivers, disclaimers, and other contractual prophylaxes to shift the legal risks in two directions—toward patients and toward foreign jurisdictions.

Part II proceeds on the assumption that patients will have difficulty suing in U.S. courts for malpractice committed overseas. I evaluate the means of redress available in four popular destinations: India, Thailand, Singapore, and Mexico.

In India, patients can sue in civil court or in one of India’s consumer forums. India also relies on criminal prosecution, self-regulation, and hospital accreditation to impose quality standards on providers. But none of these systems enforce much accountability. Civil litigation is an extremely long process, even by U.S. standards. India’s consumer forums provide an efficient alternative, but patients must contend with procedural hurdles and overcome difficulties securing medical records and expert testimony simply to recover rather modest compensation. Criminal prosecution is rare. Government regulation is virtually non-existent, and self-regulation by the medical councils is deeply flawed. Hospital accreditation is establishing some standards, but does not pretend to address negligence. India should be credited for acknowledging these shortcomings and attempting to mitigate them through its consumer forums. But given the relatively small size of malpractice recoveries reported by the Indian
media, it is doubtful that U.S. patients will be satisfied with the remedies offered by these forums.

In Thailand, patients also struggle to hold someone accountable for medical negligence. Few patients file any sort of complaint—either in civil court or with the Thai Medical Council, the Ministry of Public Health, or the Consumer Protection Agency. Those suing in civil courts face several obstacles. Thai malpractice law is underdeveloped. Patients often cannot access their medical records. Thai courts communicate solely in Thai, do not allow pretrial discovery, and seem hostile to tort claims in general. Finally, the average Thai patient recovers less than $2500, which most U.S. patients would find unsatisfying. But like most countries, Thailand is searching for the appropriate balance and is considering several major reforms, including no-fault liability and a patient’s compensation fund. Thus, the Thai system remains in flux.

In Singapore, patients face yet other obstacles. In negligence cases, Singapore adheres to the notorious Bolam rule, an English trial court opinion from 1957 that strongly favors physicians by instructing courts to use a deferential interpretation of the appropriate standard of care. Patients in Singapore also remain exceedingly reluctant to sue, in part because Singaporean law imposes costs on the losing litigant and prohibits contingency fee arrangements. Finally, compensation is modest not only by U.S. standards, but by standards we might expect for a nation with Singapore’s wealth. Nonetheless, Singapore comprehensively regulates its health care providers, and the government seems to be committed to understanding and reducing the frequency of medical errors.

Finally, patients in Mexico must contend with a legal system that uses neither juries nor stare decisis and a civil code that pegs compensation to a formula used in workers’ compensation cases. Tort litigation is virtually nonexistent in Mexico, and most U.S. tort victims injured there prefer to sue in the United States if they can. Although Mexico has implemented an innovative new medical arbitration system that is viewed favorably by both patients and physicians, the average recovery is only $4800 per patient, which, again, most U.S. patients would find inadequate.

In addition to obstacles unique to each jurisdiction, suing overseas could discourage even the most resolute plaintiffs, who must retain local counsel, navigate a foreign legal system (most likely in a foreign language), travel to hearings, prove their cases, and perhaps even enforce judgments in their favor. These factors may combine to effectively preclude legal recourse.

Part III concludes by exploring how the public and private sectors might

reallocate—and perhaps mitigate—the legal risks of medical travel. In the private sector, an industry association recently began certifying medical tourism facilitators, and this process seems to encourage companies to disclose the legal remedies their customers might have, including remedies in foreign jurisdictions. Also, at least one insurance company now offers medical tourism insurance, and the American Medical Association has published industry guidelines. Part III examines the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches, and concludes by proposing ways the public sector could intervene. Legislatures could impose statutory strict liability on employers, insurers, and intermediaries that send patients overseas. Lawmakers could require these companies to insure against medical errors or pay for any pre-screening or post-operative care that may be necessary. They could invalidate any releases or waivers of liability. Or, policymakers might simply try to correct the information asymmetries that contribute to the current misallocation of legal risks. I propose a combination of these methods that would ease legal impediments to suing in the United States and inform patients of the risks of agreeing to assert claims in foreign courts. Even if these efforts do not generate precisely the same remedies as those available to patients treated in the United States, they should better spread the risks among the parties that benefit from these transactions.

This Article has two major goals, one descriptive and one prescriptive. First, the descriptive goal is to provide much-needed basic information about the legal systems in four countries that foreign patients increasingly visit. As I describe the medical malpractice compensation systems in India, Thailand, Singapore, and Mexico, I try to outline the basic mechanics of each system and the obstacles that might preclude foreign patients from receiving meaningful compensation.13 Hopefully, this information will be useful to patients, the industry, and policymakers alike.

The second, prescriptive goal of this Article is to suggest how both the public and private sectors might reallocate the legal risks more fairly and efficiently, so they do not fall solely, or even squarely, on patients. I scrutinize private-sector responses to the legal imbalance and recommend specific public sector options that would both eliminate impediments to hashing out these legal claims in the United States and better inform patients who agree to foreign jurisdiction just what they are sacrificing. Again, the goal is to guide this market toward a more optimal allocation of risks and responsibility.

---

13. I should note that this Article is not a traditional comparative work. I do not attempt to compare the malpractice systems of these countries to the American system, nor do I try to extract any policy lessons or identify the most fair and efficient method of compensating aggrieved patients. Rather, my goal is to fill a void in the literature by examining how patients might fare in select jurisdictions and whether U.S. patients will be satisfied with these remedies. Each jurisdiction deserves much closer scrutiny than anyone can provide in one article, and a pure comparative analysis would require better empirical data than is currently available.

I. SEEKING REDRESS IN THE UNITED STATES

Many believe cross-border medical treatment could be the next big trend in global health care. The phenomenon has triggered a torrent of media coverage and academic articles trying to predict what will come of it.\textsuperscript{14} Health economist Uwe Reinhardt says it “has the potential of doing to the U.S. health care system what the Japanese auto industry did to American carmakers.”\textsuperscript{15}

Estimates vary widely on the precise number of U.S. patients that travel overseas for treatment each year. A 2008 report estimates that only 5000 to 10,000 Americans travel each year specifically for inpatient procedures.\textsuperscript{16} But a separate report estimated that 750,000 U.S. patients traveled overseas for medical care in 2007, and some predict that five or six million will do so in 2010.\textsuperscript{17} In either case, a mounting number of employers and insurers is garnering national media attention for adding foreign hospitals to their provider networks.\textsuperscript{18} Moreover, foreign hospitals and governments are intensifying their efforts to attract American patients.\textsuperscript{19} Because the industry remains embryonic, now may be the perfect time to influence how it allocates legal risks.

Before evaluating how aggrieved patients might fare abroad, I describe how they might fare in the United States. In this Part, I draw on existing scholarship to summarize whether U.S. patients who obtain treatment overseas might be able to recover from specific defendants in U.S. courts, including the legal theories they might use. I emphasize the word “theories” because these suits have not been tested. A major caveat in any legal analysis of medical tourism is the pervasive uncertainty over who might be liable for malpractice overseas. It remains entirely unclear whether medical tourists can recover in U.S. courts. My research found no reported opinions or test cases, and I suspect that providers and facilitators have strong incentives to settle complaints outside the public eye. Moreover, the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{14} See, e.g., Cortez, supra note 6, at 72 n.5 (noting that the World Trade Organization, World Health Organization, World Bank, and U.S. Senate have all studied medical tourism).
\item \textsuperscript{15} Unmesh Kher, \textit{Outsourcing Your Heart}, \textit{Time}, May 21, 2006, at 44 (quoting Reinhardt).
\item \textsuperscript{16} Tilman Ehrbeck, Ceani Guevara & Paul D. Mango, \textit{Mapping the Market for Medical Travel}, \textit{McKinsey Q.}, May 2008, at 2-3, 6 (acknowledging that a substantial number of patients may travel for outpatient rather than inpatient procedures and distinguishing treatments given to medical tourists from those given to visitors and expatriates).
\item \textsuperscript{19} See Cortez, supra note 6, at 89-95.
\end{itemize}
industry is quickly formulating ways to avoid liability, and patients may not appreciate just how few legal remedies remain.  

**A. Suing Foreign Providers in the United States**

Victims of medical malpractice overseas might logically seek recourse directly from the foreign hospital or medical professional that caused the injury. However, the most obvious defendants may also be the most difficult to haul into U.S. courts.

**1. Personal Jurisdiction**

The first obstacle to suing a foreign provider in the United States is establishing that a U.S. court has personal jurisdiction over the defendant. The law of personal jurisdiction generally requires that a defendant has “minimum contacts” with the forum state through some purposeful contacts or through substantial and continuous connection with the forum. Finding minimum contacts is never straightforward, but medical tourist arrangements complicate the analysis by involving foreign health care providers who communicate with patients to varying degrees over the Internet.

First, in the medical context, courts traditionally have been reluctant to assert jurisdiction over physicians who reside and practice even in another state, particularly if the physician does not make any “systematic or continuing effort” for his or her services “to be felt in the forum state.” Although this analysis should differ if foreign providers systematically target U.S. residents through websites or other avenues, my research uncovered few cases on point.

---

20. See, e.g., Wagner, supra note 6, at 4 (recommending that health plans have patients release the plan from liability, noting that such a release “may or may not be valid in a court of law . . . but could have a chilling effect on potential plaintiff litigation”); Scott A. Edelstein, Partner, Squire, Sanders, & Dempsey, Addressing Liability Issues in Structuring Medical Tourism Programs: Address at the 2008 World Medical Tourism & Global Health Congress (Sept. 9, 2008) (slides on file with author).


24. Mirrer-Singer, supra note 21, at 213 n.9 (quoting Wright v. Yackley, 459 F.2d 287, 290 (9th Cir. 1972)).

25. For example, a U.S. court has extended jurisdiction over a foreign website operator that targeted U.S. students as customers. Graduate Management Admission Council v. Raju, 241 F.
An aggrieved patient might also argue for jurisdiction based on a state’s long-arm statute if the foreign provider transacts or solicits business in the state. But courts have been reluctant to exert jurisdiction on this basis alone. Even a steady stream of referrals from the United States may not establish personal jurisdiction. However, courts have exercised personal jurisdiction over out-of-state health care providers that have ongoing relationships with referral sources in the forum. Thus, a signed contract between a foreign provider and a U.S. referral source may establish jurisdiction, even though, again, some courts have refused to find jurisdiction based solely on a contract—particularly if the contract does not pertain to conduct being challenged in the litigation. For example, in Romah v. Scully, a federal district court recently held that a Toronto hospital being sued for malpractice by a U.S. patient was not subject to the court’s jurisdiction. Although the hospital had signed contracts with entities in the forum state, the contracts were executed in Canada, and the hospital performed the required work in Canada. Pervasive contact via the Internet, however, could establish jurisdiction over a foreign provider that specifically targets U.S. patients. At least one court has exercised jurisdiction over an Indian defendant based on a website that specifically targeted U.S. customers. Moreover, in Romah v. Scully, part of the reason the court did not accept jurisdiction over the Toronto hospital was that the patient offered weak evidence that the hospital had targeted patients in the forum state. Although many medical tourists may be able to muster more concrete evidence that the foreign entity solicited U.S. patients, these analyses are so fact-specific that it is difficult to predict whether any given U.S. court would assert
personal jurisdiction over a foreign provider. Recent critiques of Internet-based jurisdiction suggest ways courts might better balance concerns of fairness and the limits of state sovereignty, which are particularly applicable in medical tourist arrangements.

Aggrieved patients might also argue for U.S. jurisdiction under a continuing tort theory if the patient continues to be affected in the forum state by the foreign provider's tortious conduct. But U.S. courts may be reluctant to make this leap unless the patient has some sort of continuing relationship with the provider, which is less likely in medical tourist arrangements.

Notwithstanding these hurdles, patients might be comforted to know that U.S. courts often provide remedies when Americans are tortiously injured in Mexico. In fact, U.S. courts decide far more tort cases arising in Mexico than Mexican courts do. One study found that Americans can sue in U.S. courts if the injury is egregious enough. For example, if a company with U.S. ties books a vacationer's travel and strongly recommends a particular hotel in Mexico, a hotel guest injured in the hotel can often sue in the United States. This scenario suggests that U.S. courts might find ways to exercise jurisdiction in egregious medical tourism cases as well.

2. Venue and Forum Non Conveniens

Even if a patient can establish jurisdiction in the United States, most foreign defendants would move to dismiss under forum non conveniens—a doctrine that allows courts to dismiss cases that would excessively burden the defendant and when a more appropriate forum exists elsewhere. For example, if the defendant resides overseas along with most of the witnesses and evidence, a court would likely dismiss the case. In Jeha v. Arabian American Oil Co., a U.S. court dismissed a medical malpractice suit filed by an employee's wife against a Saudi Arabian-based employer because the critical evidence and witnesses were all located in Lebanon. Courts considering a forum non conveniens motion must

---

37. Howze, supra note 26, at 1031-32.
38. See, e.g., Spencer, supra note 23.
39. Mirrer-Singer, supra note 21, at 214 (citing cases).
40. Id. (citing cases explaining that refilling a prescription or receiving “incidental” phone calls from a resident of the forum state did not establish personal jurisdiction over the out-of-state doctor).
41. Vargas, supra note 12, at 477.
42. Id. at 478.
43. Id. at 505.
45. 751 F. Supp. 122, 126-28 (S.D. Tex. 1990). Note that Jeha involved a particularly complicated fact pattern. The plaintiff was the wife of the employee and was treated by the employer's doctors in Saudi Arabia. Both the employee and his wife were Lebanese citizens, who
also consider which country’s laws to apply and, more importantly, whether there is an adequate alternative forum.\textsuperscript{46} Courts commonly invoke \textit{forum non conveniens} if foreign rather than domestic law governs the conduct at issue.\textsuperscript{47} Thus, for example, a U.S. court might be reluctant to accept venue and be forced to apply Thai law to malpractice allegedly committed in Bangkok.

Courts typically recognize \textit{forum non conveniens} if an alternative forum can provide adequate legal redress, even if the remedies available are “substantially less than provided by U.S. laws.”\textsuperscript{48} Though courts are reluctant to find that a foreign forum is inadequate, some have.\textsuperscript{49} For example, in \textit{Bhatnagar v. Surrendra Overseas Ltd.}, the Third Circuit denied a motion to dismiss a personal injury case against an Indian shipping company on \textit{forum non conveniens} grounds because the alternative forum in India (the Calcutta High Court) was beset by “extreme delays,” lasting possibly even a quarter century.\textsuperscript{50} The court held that the severe backlog in Indian courts rendered them inadequate.\textsuperscript{51} Testimony in the \textit{Bhatnagar} case suggested that an “average” case before the Calcutta High Court would take fifteen to twenty years to resolve.\textsuperscript{52} Thus, the delayed remedies provided by Indian courts may be “so clearly inadequate or unsatisfactory” that they are “no remedy at all.”\textsuperscript{53} However, the availability of India’s consumer forums for malpractice complaints might complicate this analysis, as consumer forums were designed to resolve cases much more expeditiously.\textsuperscript{54} Nevertheless, medical tourists should know that plaintiffs have had difficulty convincing U.S. courts that even extremely small recoveries overseas amount to “no remedy at all.”\textsuperscript{55} For example, in \textit{Gonzalez v. Chrysler Corp.}, the Fifth Circuit held that a $2500 maximum recovery in Mexico did not prove that

\textsuperscript{46} Mirrer-Singer, \textit{supra} note 21, at 223-24.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 223 (citing cases).
\textsuperscript{49} Mirrer-Singer, \textit{supra} note 21, at 223-24.
\textsuperscript{50} Bhatnagar \textit{v.} Surrendra Overseas Ltd., 52 F.3d 1220, 1226-29 (3d Cir. 1995) (noting that the experts “provided both statistical and anecdotal evidence documenting litigation delays” in India); Mirrer-Singer, \textit{supra} note 21, at 224.
\textsuperscript{51} \textit{Bhatnagar}, 52 F.3d at 1227.
\textsuperscript{52} Id. at 1228.
\textsuperscript{53} Piper Aircraft Co. v. Reyno, 454 U.S. 235, 254 (1981). \textit{But see id. at 265 n.22} (noting that alternative forums would be inadequate only in “rare circumstances”); Howze, \textit{supra} note 26, at 1034.
\textsuperscript{54} See Section II.B, \textit{infra}, for a description of India’s consumer dispute redressal forums.
\textsuperscript{55} Howze, \textit{supra} note 26, at 1035.
the Mexican court was inadequate under *forum non conveniens*. Thus, although concerns about lengthy judicial delays abroad may be sufficient for medical tourists to gain access to U.S. courts, those same courts may not be sympathetic to patients' complaints about the meager damage awards available overseas.

### 3. Choice of Law

Patients that sue foreign providers in U.S. courts must establish not only jurisdiction and venue, but also may have to litigate complicated choice of law questions. Defendants no doubt will argue that the laws where the treatment was provided govern because, as I demonstrate in Part II, these laws tend to favor providers.

Choice of law questions could be dispositive in medical tourism disputes. Defeating a motion to dismiss for *forum non conveniens* may represent a Pyrrhic victory, as U.S. courts will frequently be obliged to follow the defendant-friendly laws of major medical tourism destinations. For example, in *Chadwick v. Arabian American Oil Co.*, a U.S. plaintiff sued a Saudi Arabian company incorporated in Delaware, arguing that the company was vicariously liable for medical malpractice committed by the company’s physician in Saudi Arabia. The court followed Delaware’s conflict of law principles, governed by *lex loci delicti* (a choice of law rule that applies the law of the place where the tort was committed), and applied Saudi law because the physician allegedly misdiagnosed the plaintiff in Saudi Arabia. But because Saudi law does not recognize vicarious liability, the court dismissed the case. Similarly, a U.S. court applying the law of India to a malpractice case might leave the patient with very little compensation, yielding the same outcome as if the plaintiff had sued in India. But the *Chadwick* case may be an unrepresentative and relatively simplistic example of how courts might resolve choice of law questions in medical tourism cases. First, very few American jurisdictions use *lex loci delicti*. Instead, modern choice of law approaches tend to rely on a multitude of “contacts, factors, and policies” that would require courts not only to examine the content of foreign laws, but their underlying policies as well.

---

56. 301 F.3d 377, 383 (5th Cir. 2002); see also Howze, supra note 26, at 1035.
58. Id.
59. Id.
60. Howze, supra note 26, at 1038.
61. Symeon C. Symeonides, Choice of Law in Cross-Border Torts 8 (Jan. 14, 2009), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1328191 (unpublished manuscript) (noting how forty-two out of fifty-two U.S. jurisdictions have abandoned the more straightforward *lex loci delicti* rule, which applies the law of the place of injury). Note, however, that in Symeonides’s article, “cross-border tort” refers to conduct that causes an injury in a different state. Id. at 3 n.1.
62. Id. at 9.
disputes will be challenging because medical tourism complicates the traditional analyses. U.S. patients might argue that because foreign providers market themselves as meeting Western standards of medical care, they should be held to those standards in court. Otherwise, divergent standards of care between jurisdictions can affect the choice of law analysis.\(^6\) Moreover, courts assessing choice of law might consider patients’ expectations and role in choosing the foreign provider.\(^6\) For example, in a domestic cross-border malpractice case, a Pennsylvania court declined to apply Pennsylvania law and applied the more pro-defendant law of Delaware, noting that patients who travel out-of-state for care cannot carry with them the more protective laws of their domiciles, because such a rule would require providers to comply with the laws of all states that send them patients.\(^6\) In a medical tourism case, the foreign provider could similarly argue that patients knowingly choose to receive health care in a foreign jurisdiction and that providers cannot be expected to comply with the laws of all of their patients’ home countries.

Thus, although suing a foreign provider seems to be the most straightforward avenue for redress, it could be anything but. Patients not only would struggle to establish jurisdiction and venue in U.S. courts, but they may find that courts would apply foreign law. Moreover, these legal obstacles are only compounded by practical ones, such as the burden of properly serving process to a defendant overseas.\(^6\) Combined, these obstacles could insulate foreign providers from liability in U.S. courts. But until courts are confronted with such cases, we are left to speculate.

**B. Suing Intermediaries in the United States**

Although medical facilitators located overseas can use many of the same defenses as foreign providers, facilitators located in the United States are not similarly shielded by questions of jurisdiction, venue, or choice of law, making

\(^{63.}\) Id. at 30 (discussing Kuehn v. Childrens Hospital, L.A., 119 F.3d 1296 (7th Cir. 1997), in which Judge Richard Posner held that a medical malpractice claim brought by a Wisconsin plaintiff against a California hospital was governed by Wisconsin law in part because the state laws differed primarily “in the scope of liability for negligence, not in the standard of care.” 119 F.3d. at 1302).

\(^{64.}\) Symeonides, supra note 61, at 31-32 (citing Pietrantonio v. United States, 827 F. Supp. 458 (W.D. Mich. 1993)). In Pietrantonio, the court held that a Michigan patient could sue a Wisconsin hospital under Michigan law because the patient “did not go to Wisconsin except by referral from his Michigan doctor” and thus “did not choose Wisconsin as the source of his medical care and . . . would not have expected Wisconsin law to determine [his and his family’s] rights.” Pietrantonio, 827 F. Supp. at 462.
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them more convenient defendants. U.S. facilitators could be liable under any of the following theories: corporate negligence, failure to obtain informed consent, and vicarious liability.

1. Corporate Negligence

Aggrieved patients may sue medical tourism facilitators for corporate negligence, just as hospitals have been held liable for negligently hiring, retaining, or supervising unfit or incompetent physicians. However, courts might be reluctant to extend corporate negligence beyond hospitals, as shown by decisions absolving HMOs for torts committed by network physicians.

Moreover, medical tourists could encounter difficulty proving corporate negligence. For example, proving negligent retention would require demonstrating not only that the foreign physician was unfit or incompetent, but also that the U.S. company knew or should have known this based on some pattern of misconduct. Patients might find it difficult to muster evidence that a foreign provider was unfit or incompetent, especially if the standards for credentialing and practice depart from U.S. standards. Further, courts may be reluctant to pass judgment on such matters.

2. Informed Consent

Patients may also sue medical tourism facilitators for failure to obtain informed consent if the company misrepresents the quality or qualifications of its foreign providers. Facilitators often boast about the quality of foreign providers, and it is not difficult to find marketing hyperbole on their websites. Of course, patients will face several hurdles proving not only that a facilitator had a duty to obtain informed consent, but that the facilitator also had failed to do so. Courts remain wary of extending informed consent liability beyond the treating physician. And it would be difficult to prove that the misrepresentation was material because it must be shown to have caused the patient’s injuries. Most importantly, it would be difficult for U.S. courts to ascertain whether the statements were in fact misrepresentations, because this determination requires
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courts to assess the quality and credentials of foreign health care providers—a thorny proposition. 

3. Vicarious Liability

Finally, patients may argue that a medical tourism facilitator should be vicariously liable for malpractice committed overseas. However, courts generally refuse to hold HMOs and similar entities vicariously liable for malpractice by a physician unless the physician is an employee or the agent of the company. Even then, most medical tourism facilitators can safeguard against liability through a well-worded disclaimer.

C. Suing Employers and Insurers in the United States

Today, many patients venture overseas not on their own planning, but because an employer or insurer encourages it. In such cases, patients might assert yet additional theories of liability. In fact, patients sent overseas by an employer or insurer may have an easier path to redress in the United States than patients venturing overseas independently. Some legal theories available to patients suing employers or insurers overlap with those that would hold facilitators liable. For example, patients might argue that an employer or insurer failed to obtain informed consent or exerted some control over a negligent foreign provider and should be vicariously liable. If an HMO physician recommends a foreign surgeon, the U.S. physician would probably have some duty to disclose the risks of the procedure and obtain preliminary informed consent; at least one court has imposed such a duty on the referring physician in a domestic case. In spite of this domestic precedent, courts in medical tourism cases would still need to resolve complicated questions regarding the scope of the risks, disclosures, and consent required.

Like hospitals, insurers could be responsible for negligent credentialing if
the insurer negligently approved a foreign physician for treating its customers. Some observers argue that if HMOs and other employer-sponsored health plans outsource surgeries to foreign providers, they may violate their fiduciary duties under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Health plans covered by ERISA must act “solely in the interest” of plan beneficiaries and must at minimum avoid making any material misrepresentations about the plan. Health plans that outsource surgeries risk violating both duties. Even though an ERISA claim would not compensate victims of malpractice, it might encourage health plans to be more careful about the financial incentives they offer and perhaps the representations they make about foreign providers. Otherwise, insurers might be liable for civil damages as a result of the breach.

Overall, employers and insurers that send patients overseas may be the least sympathetic defendants because they generally save a significant amount of money without accepting much risk in return. Some authors even suggest that offering financial incentives to patients may increase an insurer’s risk of liability.

But as with other defendants, there are real obstacles to proving these claims against employers and insurers. For example, a court would have to resolve several knotty questions outlined above to hold a U.S. employer or insurer liable for failing to obtain informed consent from medical tourists. Vicarious liability is unlikely unless the employer or insurer exerted some control over the foreign provider, which would be relatively unusual. A complaint based on negligent credentialing may have some teeth but would require courts to scrutinize the credentials of foreign providers operating in vastly different environments.

D. Inoculating Against Liability

The medical tourism industry is well aware of its potential legal liabilities. Companies have identified these risks and are taking steps to minimize them. Lawyers are busy formulating ways to avoid liability, particularly in U.S.
In fact, companies may be able to limit their exposure (or at least discourage lawsuits) by asking patients to acknowledge disclaimers or sign releases or waivers. For example, companies can try to use contracts to limit the remedies available, to cap damages, to allocate liability between suppliers, to require indemnification, to shift jurisdiction to foreign courts, and to designate alternative dispute resolution or other non-judicial methods of settling disputes.

As a practical matter, medical tourism companies can also reduce their exposure by limiting the representations they make about foreign providers, including any claims about surgical success rates or express comparisons to U.S. hospitals. The industry might also discourage litigation by informing customers of medical malpractice accident insurance and other forms of protection, which I explore further in Section III.A. Together, these safeguards may inoculate the industry against liability, particularly in U.S. courts.

Nevertheless, the unsettled legal questions raised by medical tourism introduce pervasive uncertainty for patients, providers, and facilitators in the market. These issues will be litigated eventually, and the first reported opinions will quickly set standards for the industry. Patients undoubtedly will assert creative legal theories, and defendants will devise even more creative defenses. Until then, we are left to speculate. In the meantime, companies that outsource health care to less expensive jurisdictions will continue to try to outsource potential legal disputes as well.

II. SEEKING REDRESS IN FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS

Medical tourists who do not have legal recourse in the United States will have to look elsewhere. In this Part, I evaluate the legal redress provided by four common destinations—India, Thailand, Singapore, and Mexico. I assess whether these countries provide adequate recourse to U.S. patients and the obstacles patients might face navigating various complaint mechanisms in each country.

To date, no scholars or policymakers have tackled these issues, even as employers and insurers increasingly outsource medical treatments. The current literature assumes, without scrutiny, that medical tourist destinations provide lesser remedies or even no remedies at all. In fact, most assume patients will be on their own. For example, the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) warns that if patients seek treatment abroad and need to sue a treating provider, they must rely on the legal system in that country. Industry
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representatives and observers often warn patients not to travel overseas if they are concerned with their potential legal remedies. That is, medical tourists are warned "caveat emptor."

A. U.S. Expectations

Before scrutinizing malpractice regimes overseas, it is worth taking stock of how U.S. patients fare here. In 2006, the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) received over 12,500 reports of medical malpractice payouts made on behalf of physicians, including both judgments and settlements. The mean payout was $311,965 per patient, with a median of $175,000. The NPDB also reported that patients waited an average of 4.88 years from the date of the incident to receive compensation.

Malpractice litigation in the United States is criticized as being a "lawsuit lottery." The system is blamed for not only awarding windfall damages, but also for awarding damages to meritless claims and denying damages to claims with merit. The Institute of Medicine estimated that anywhere from 44,000 to 98,000 U.S. patients die in hospitals each year from preventable errors. Yet the vast majority of U.S. patients injured by medical negligence do not sue. Around 70% of those who file claims receive no compensation, and defendants win most cases that proceed to trial. Although several studies conclude that
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“the tort system does a reasonably good job of directing compensation to plaintiffs with meritorious claims,” compensation can still be indiscriminate. At the same time, stories are legion of U.S. physicians quitting practice due to skyrocketing malpractice insurance premiums. Media reports of “mega awards” in states without damage caps further undercut the public’s faith in our medical malpractice compensation system.

Critics of our system are also quick to note that it is expensive and inefficient: “For every dollar spent on compensation, 54 cents went to administrative expenses (including those involving lawyers, experts, and courts).” The consensus in the U.S. health care industry, of course, is that “malpractice litigation has long since surpassed sensible levels and that major tort reform is overdue.” Many states have responded by enacting some kind of tort reform, mostly focusing on capping damages. Critics blame malpractice litigation for encouraging defensive medicine and raising the costs of health care, although “that canard has been exposed,” as researchers have found that defending against medical malpractice litigation accounts for less than one percent of all health care spending in the United States. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services under former President Bush also expressed its concerns with our system, noting that “Americans spend far more per person on the costs of litigation than any other country in the world.”
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Thus, there are obvious dangers in juxtaposing any malpractice system with ours. Our system has gained international notoriety for being excessive, inefficient, arbitrary, wasteful, and sometimes punitive. Virtually any comparison using U.S. awards as a baseline might conclude that the foreign system undercompensates patients. Moreover, scholars cannot say with any certainty that other systems are more or less adept at resisting meritless claims or compensating claims with merit, because these data elude us. The best we can do is to piece together disparate points of information to gauge how patients with legitimate claims fare in each jurisdiction.

Finally, while each of the four countries I examine seems to be struggling to make its malpractice system more efficient and just, each country has expressed grave concerns about the rise of malpractice complaints. Moreover, developing countries in particular worry about more pressing public health issues that might relegate patient compensation down the list of priorities. Needless to say, these tensions may magnify if foreign patients from more litigious jurisdictions begin suing local providers.

**B. India**

India has quickly become perhaps the leading new destination for foreign patients. In 2007, roughly 450,000 foreign patients visited India, up from roughly 150,000 in 2003 and second only to Thailand. By 2012, India may earn over $2 billion per year from medical tourism. India possesses the perfect formula for attracting foreign patients. Its supply of physicians is world renowned, and its hospitals are gaining ground. India integrates new medical technologies relatively well. Widespread use of English makes its private hospitals and physicians accessible to U.S. patients. Most of all, health care in India is dramatically less expensive than in most countries that offer comparable services.

---
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The Indian government aggressively promotes its medical tourism industry, following the lead of Thailand and Singapore. The Ministry of Tourism partners with the industry to promote medical tourism, and some state governments have followed suit. When U.S. health insurers consider outsourcing surgeries, Indian hospitals often top the list of candidates.

But when observers scrutinize India as a destination for U.S. patients, we often generalize about the extent to which its legal and regulatory systems fail to protect patients. In theory, Indian laws attempt not only to punish and deter medical malpractice, but also to compensate patients. Patients can file complaints both in civil courts and in India’s Consumer Disputes Redressal Agencies (CDRAs). India also relies on familiar mechanisms like criminal prosecution, self-regulation by medical councils, and hospital accreditation to enforce at least some quality standards and accountability.

In reality, India does not impose much accountability. Civil litigation in India is beset by maddening delays. India’s consumer forums were intended to provide a fair and efficient alternative but suffer from several deficiencies. Criminal prosecution for medical malpractice is rare, perhaps as it should be. Regulation by the government is virtually non-existent, and self-regulation by medical councils is deeply flawed. Hospital accreditation is beginning to take hold among private hospitals that attract foreign patients, but the patchwork of accreditation bodies is immature and weak, and accreditation does not pretend to address negligence. Notably, an executive with the Confederation of Indian
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Industry states that “[a]ny litigation launched against an Indian hospital will expose the poor system of justice that exists here.”

In short, India’s legal and regulatory systems impose few standards on the practice of medicine and do not hold providers accountable in any meaningful way. In fact, some feel the lack of standards and accountability has led the medical profession in India to become increasingly “recalcitrant.” Finally, there remains a gap in India between several well-intentioned laws and how they operate in reality. As one medical malpractice expert observes, laws exist, but in practice the legal and regulatory systems are beset by delay and apathy. Ironically, the most concrete incentives to avoid injuring foreign patients derive from external sources, such as international accreditation, adverse publicity, and perhaps contracts with foreign payors.

Thus, my research largely confirms our intuition that U.S. patients will struggle to obtain adequate, timely redress in India. But my research also complicates this intuition. Recourse is inadequate in India not because of unreasonable delays or inaccessible tribunals—India’s consumer forums still resolve cases more quickly than most U.S. courts—but because compensation is several magnitudes lower than what U.S. patients might expect. Ironically, compensation is lower in India for largely the same reasons that medical care costs so little: everything is more expensive in the United States.

1. Redressal Options in India

Victims of medical negligence in India have two primary options: sue in a consumer forum under the Consumer Protection Act or sue in civil court under the tort theory of negligence. Although the government created consumer forums to avoid the burdens of civil litigation, they have come to suffer from some of the same deficiencies that plague civil courts. I discuss both venues and conclude that although consumer forums provide a much more efficient alternative to civil litigation, they present discrete challenges for aggrieved foreign patients, not the least of which is very modest compensation.

a. Consumer Forums

India’s Consumer Disputes Redressal Agencies have become the primary avenue of redress for patients. The forums are a quasi-judicial grievance system intended to create a fair, efficient alternative to civil courts. Although India
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should be commended for creating these forums, in practice, medical negligence suits in consumer forums now impose many of the same burdens as civil litigation: delays, difficulty securing medical records and expert testimony, low success rates, and very modest compensation. In this section, I describe how the consumer forums function and the obstacles U.S. patients might encounter.

i. Creating an Alternative to Civil Litigation

In 1986, the Parliament of India passed the Consumer Protection Act, implementing the United Nations’ 1985 Consumer Protection Resolution. The Act was hailed as a “remarkable piece of legislation” because it created an economical, quasi-judicial alternative for resolving consumer grievances in a country that sorely needed it. Although it took several years to clarify that the Act applied to medical malpractice cases, it has since become the most well-known law among medical practitioners in India. Indeed, the Act is a source of anxiety for physicians precisely because it supplants India’s notoriously protracted civil litigation system, in which plaintiffs might have to wait well over ten years for a case to be resolved.

The Act established three tiers of consumer forums—district, state, and national. States have established at least 604 District Forums and 34 State Commissions. The Parliament structured these forums to be “quicker and less costly” alternatives to civil litigation. None of the forums utilize juries; decisions are made by panels of “members” and a president. Each tier generally appoints members with both judicial and non-judicial backgrounds, in line with
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the forum's quasi-judicial nature. And each tier has original jurisdiction to hear complaints based on the damages claimed. For example, District Forums may hear complaints claiming compensation up to two million rupees (roughly $43,500). State Commissions hear complaints seeking compensation between two million and ten million rupees (between $43,500 and $217,700). The National Commission hears complaints seeking more than ten million rupees ($217,700). These ranges were raised significantly in 2002. Both the State and National Commissions also have appellate jurisdiction to hear appeals from subordinate forums.

In structuring these forums, the Indian Parliament tried to balance the convenience of non-judicial forums with the legitimacy of courts. For example, the Act vests consumer forums with the power to summon witnesses, receive affidavits, request laboratory tests, and review other documentary and material evidence. In fact, the Act deems each consumer forum to be a "civil court" and every proceeding is a "judicial proceeding" under the Indian Code. Despite these grants, National Commission regulations recognize that a consumer forum is "not a regular court."

### ii. Causes of Action

The Act empowers consumers in India to bring six different causes of
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The most common cause of action used by patients is that medical services “suffer from deficiency in any respect.” The Act defines “deficiency” broadly to mean “any fault, imperfection, shortcoming or inadequacy in the quality, nature and manner of performance.” Of course, the trick for consumer forums is determining whether a physician provided services that were indeed faulty, imperfect, or inadequate. This language is widely considered to be a negligence standard, even though a separate provision in the Act awards damages for any loss or injury due to “negligence.”

The Act exempts complaints for services provided “free of charge or under a contract of personal service.” Despite longstanding arguments by physicians that this exemption excluded medical services from the Act, the Indian Supreme Court held that the Act allows consumers to sue private (and sometimes public) physicians. Of course, physicians criticized the Supreme Court’s opinion. In response, one physician castigated his colleagues for their “God complexes” and implored them to embrace the Act for the sake of patients.

iii. Truncated Procedures, But Delays

Parliament created truncated procedures so consumer forums could dispose of cases quickly. The Act gives consumers two years to file a complaint from when the cause of action arose. Forums must hear complaints “as expeditiously
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as possible” and must attempt to resolve them within three months from receiving the defendant’s response. The Act anticipates that, from start to finish, complaints should be resolved within five-and-a-half to six months of being filed, subject to limited “adjournments.”

In reality, very few cases resolve this quickly. Critics complain that delays cripple India’s consumer forums because forums rarely resolve cases within the recommended deadlines. Although the Act calls for forums to resolve complaints within three months of hearing arguments, “cases are likely to take two or three years.” The Department of Consumer Affairs estimated that only 27% of cases were resolved within the three-month period required by the Act. Although these delays may not be what Parliament envisioned, the timeframes still compare favorably to the 4.88 years it takes on average for payouts in the United States.

The forums have tried to mitigate delays, with minimal success. Regulations require each District Forum to resolve “at least 75 to 100 matters every month.” The National Commission boasts that all three tiers of consumer forums have disposed of a large portion of their cases. Yet delays remain a concern in India, as shown by the sheer number of pending cases. For example, in September 2007, there were 723 pending cases in Chennai (North) District Forums and 1,372 in Chennai (South). Karnataka boasted that its State Commission had resolved 95.4% of cases and that its District Forums had resolved 96.9%. But these clearance percentages may be misleading because it appears that states and districts are calculating the number of cases resolved against every complaint that the forums have ever entertained—meaning that
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over time, the clearance rates will naturally inflate. To illustrate, despite 95% to 97% clearance rates in Karnataka, 977 cases were still pending before its State Commission, and 2982 cases were pending in its District Forums.\(^{172}\) Observers argue that these delays deter consumers from filing complaints in the first place,\(^{173}\) though it is not clear whether a three to four year delay would deter U.S. patients.\(^{174}\)

**iv. The Obstacles to Proving Negligence**

Delays may deter claims, but patients in India might be even more disheartened by other obstacles to proving malpractice in consumer forums. As in most countries, patients in India alleging medical negligence must bear the burden of proving it.\(^{175}\) This burden does not seem unreasonable until we account for two major obstacles. First, it is extremely difficult for patients to find a qualified medical expert willing to testify that a colleague was negligent. Second, physicians and hospitals make it difficult for patients to obtain medical records and other information about the services in dispute.

First, physician defendants easily find experts to testify on their behalf, but plaintiffs have “faced problems in getting qualified medical practitioners to testify on their behalf,” and most have been “ultimately unable to furnish qualified witnesses to support their claim.”\(^{176}\) A plaintiff’s lawyer who has tried more than 1,000 consumer forum cases said that malpractice cases often fail because “[i]n most of these cases, the expert opinion provided by the Indian Medical Association are always in favour of doctors and hospitals, even if they have erred.”\(^{177}\) Thus, patients claiming damages for medical negligence in consumer forums are often unable to prove their allegations because physicians are unwilling to testify against other physicians.\(^{178}\) One observer notes that “patients are clearly at a disadvantage because of lack of on-the-record testimony
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by doctors and also a lack of relevant medical documents." In 2003, the
President of the Consumer Information Center said that “it is very difficult to
prove an act of negligence” because “[m]ost doctors never speak against their
fellow medical practitioners even if they are guilty.”

Some observers worry that consumer forums do not have the requisite
expertise or resources to handle complex medical cases. A State Consumer
Affairs Minister agreed that consumer forums need outside medical experts in
negligence cases—possibly an independent advisory panel. Currently, civil
courts can ask experts from government medical colleges to testify, but consumer
courts lack this authority. Others have echoed this recommendation, proposing
that a panel convene monthly to hear all the medical negligence cases on a
forum’s docket, or alternatively, proposing that forums assign an additional
medical expert to each two-member panel. One malpractice expert in India
even suggested that forums could require complaints to append a supporting
expert opinion affidavit. Such a recommendation would likely preclude many
legitimate complaints, given the widely-acknowledged difficulty that patients
have securing expert testimony of any kind. At least one high court has urged
courts not to speculate about medical practices, concluding that court opinions
must be supported by some expert evidence.

Second, patients have difficulty proving medical negligence in India’s
consumer forums because hospitals and physicians often refuse to provide
medical records or other information about the services in dispute. Providers
regularly fail to give patients written records of the diagnoses they receive, the
medicines they consume, or their course of treatment. Historically, no laws
in India have required medical professionals to provide such information to
patients or their families. It was not until 2002 that Indian Medical Council
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regulations required physicians to maintain patient records for three years and provide them upon request. However, it is unclear whether the Medical Council has enforced these new requirements. Thus, access to basic information about one’s course of treatment remains alien to most patients in India.191 This unfortunate reality only compounds plaintiffs’ burden of persuasion, because most patients will find it nearly impossible to convince an expert to testify that a physician was negligent without the benefit of at least some written records describing the procedure and its outcome.192 Notably, the National Commission has held that a hospital’s failure to supply medical records is not actionable as a “deficiency in service” under the Consumer Protection Act because no law in India created a legal duty to provide these records.193 However, the 2002 Medical Council regulations that require physicians to keep patient records and provide them upon request might enable such a cause of action.194 The Medical Council may remove physicians from the Indian Medical Register if a physician refuses to maintain or provide records,195 but this is a punishment the Council rarely employs.196 Even though India’s Central Consumer Protection Council “has periodically urged the Indian health ministry to make it mandatory for all hospitals to provide medical records to patients,” in practice, hospitals still refuse such requests.197 In 2003, the Medical Council in the state of West Bengal passed its own new Code of Medical Ethics requiring physicians to keep records for every patient for at least three years.198 Interestingly, one of the putative purposes of the new Code was to speed up decisions in medical negligence relatives when requested. Raghunath G. Raheja v. Maharastra Med. Council, A.I.R. 1996 Bom. 198, 203; K. Mathiharan, Medical Records, INDIAN J. MED. ETHICS, Apr.-Jun. 2004, available at http://www.issuesinmedicaethics.org/122h1059.html
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cases. But the West Bengal Medical Council seemed to be looking out for its own constituents—an officer with the Council said that doctors were disadvantaged in negligence cases because most of the documentary evidence was produced by patients. By mandating that doctors keep better records, the West Bengal Medical Council is trying to ensure that physicians control more of the evidence instead of relying on the documentation of patients. There may be a move toward more disclosure in India, but this move is by no means a revolution motivated solely by an interest in protecting patients.

Some patients have sued for alleged manipulation of their medical records, but these cases seem to be rare. Thus patients in India “are not in a position to build a case with the necessary information and documents as evidence.” Although consumer forums recognize the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur—which allows a forum to presume negligence when the injury could not have occurred otherwise—this does not compensate for the significant hurdles that often preclude patients from accessing expert witnesses and medical records.

v. Limited Compensation

Perhaps the biggest practical obstacle for U.S. patients seeking recourse in India is the very modest compensation awarded. Not only does the Consumer Protection Act not recognize non-economic damages like pain and suffering that often amplify recoveries in U.S. courts, but the awards themselves are simply magnitudes lower.

As a structural matter, the Act allows consumer forums to award several forms of compensation. In medical malpractice cases, the most common form is damages “for any loss or injury suffered by the consumer due to the negligence of the opposite party.” The Act also allows forums to grant punitive damages “in such circumstances as it deems fit.” Finally, the Act empowers forums to “provide adequate costs to parties.” It is unclear how often consumer forums actually grant punitive damages or costs. Recently, the Indian Supreme Court
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held that awards in consumer forums should not only compensate patients but should aim to do justice by changing the attitudes of deficient service providers. Nevertheless, forums are not explicitly authorized to grant damages for pain and suffering or most other forms of non-economic damages. Indian consumer forums have discretion to "serve ends of justice," but non-economic damages are not widely accepted.

As a practical matter, India's consumer forums simply award much lower compensation than U.S. courts do. There is no reliable data of recovery amounts as there is in the United States, but anecdotal evidence in cases and media reports suggest much lower compensation. In fact, major national newspapers in India report malpractice awards that would barely warrant local media coverage here in the United States. For example, the Times of India, the highest circulating English language newspaper in the world, reported that a consumer forum awarded 250,000 rupees ($5443) to the family of a patient who died during an appendicitis operation. My review of other media reports shows similarly modest awards making national news: 80,000 rupees for a faulty eye operation ($1742); 100,000 rupees for an eye operation that resulted in death ($2177); and 80,000 rupees for leaving a needle inside the body after surgery ($1742). Other publications also report awards in these ranges, indicating that payouts of this magnitude are considered newsworthy.

Importantly, compensation is modest in India compared to the United States for largely the same reasons that medical care costs so little. The basic inputs
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contributing to the cost of medical care are higher in the United States than in other countries.218 Thus, it is unrealistic for U.S. patients to expect to pay third world prices for medical care, but receive first world compensation if something goes wrong. The prices of wages and other inputs simply do not support U.S.-like compensation. Yet, even some Indian consumers are not happy with the compensation awarded by consumer forums, ironically in part because they hope to receive a huge, “American-like compensation.”219

vi. Few Patients Succeed

There are no reliable, comprehensive, and recent estimates of how medical malpractice complaints fare in India’s consumer forums, but the best available sources suggest they do not fare well. Between 1988 and 1998, only 73 out of 302 cases (24%) reported by the State Commissions, the National Commission, and the Supreme Court awarded compensation.220 Another report estimated that 71% of malpractice cases resolved by the Gujarat State Commission between 1990 and 1994 were resolved in favor of the physician.221 In 1998, even the Indian Medical Association estimated that district forums dismissed more than 90% of the 10,000 medical malpractice cases filed in a two year period.222 This data does not, on its face, support the contention by physicians that the Consumer Protection Act treats them unfairly.223

The final barrier to efficient and effective recourse as envisioned under the Consumer Protection Act derives from the difficulty of enforcing judgments. Indian consumers used to face “enormous difficulty” enforcing orders by the consumer forums,224 and recovery could be “tedious.”225 Even though the original Act empowered forums to enforce judgments as if they were courts,226 it did not
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allow forums to attach the property of non-complying parties.\textsuperscript{227} To attach a property, consumer forums had to transfer the case to civil court, creating another procedural hurdle.\textsuperscript{228} However, recent amendments vest consumer forums with new enforcement powers. For example, the forums may attach the property of non-complying parties or may even impose criminal penalties, such as imprisonment up to three years or a fine up to ten thousand rupees ($217).\textsuperscript{229} Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether consumer forums will use these new powers or if the gap between the well-intentioned language of the Act and reality will persist. One physician summarized the recent atmosphere in India as "absolute chaos."\textsuperscript{230}

In summary, India’s consumer forums serve as an efficient alternative to civil litigation, although medical malpractice cases can bog down as they do in civil courts. Nevertheless, they still provide a crucial alternative to India’s notoriously protracted civil litigation system. And though both domestic and foreign patients may struggle to secure expert testimony or access their own medical records, the biggest impediment to U.S. patients recovering satisfactory compensation in India’s consumer forums is the comparatively small recoveries they award. Thus, patients visiting India should know that although consumer forums provide a palatable alternative to civil litigation, this alternative provides understandably modest compensation.

\textit{b. Civil Courts}

Civil courts in India have morphed into a depository for malpractice cases that cannot or will not be entertained by consumer forums. For example, tort law in India allows patients to sue for medical negligence even if the service was provided free of charge, which would disqualify it from consumer forum jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{231} More importantly, consumer forums sometimes transfer complex medical negligence cases to civil courts.\textsuperscript{232} In \textit{Herambalal Das v. Dr. Ajoy Paul}, a consumer forum declined to hear a complaint arising from an allegedly
deficient cataract surgery,\textsuperscript{233} referring the case to civil court because the physicians may have manipulated and fabricated the medical records, which required the consumer forum to take elaborate oral and documentary evidence beyond the forum's expertise.\textsuperscript{234} Another consumer forum referred a case to civil court because the dispute would have taken too long to resolve.\textsuperscript{235} There does not appear to be any predictable doctrinal framework that guides the decisions of consumer forums to transfer cases to civil courts.

Liability for medical negligence in civil courts derives in part from India's Fatal Accidents Act, which compensates the heirs of those killed by an actionable wrong.\textsuperscript{236} Liability also derives from the common law. Indian courts seem to use the same formula that U.S. courts generally use in malpractice cases, looking at duty, breach, causation, and damages.\textsuperscript{237} But India's legal system derives from the English system, and as a result, Indian courts generally follow the decisions of English courts.\textsuperscript{238} In medical negligence cases, Indian courts adhere to the controversial \textit{Bolam} and \textit{Bolitho} decisions.\textsuperscript{239} \textit{Bolam v. Friern Hospital Management Committee}, a 1957 English trial court opinion, and \textit{Bolitho v. City & Hackney Health Authority}, a 1998 House of Lords opinion, altered the standards for proving medical negligence, requiring a judgment for the defendant if any "expert" concludes the physician's actions were appropriate. These rulings have been criticized for making courts overly reliant on medical testimony and permitting negligent doctors to escape liability if they can find one expert to testify on their behalf.\textsuperscript{240}

Perhaps the most significant hurdle for patients in civil courts is their infamous delays. Plaintiffs may wait well over ten years for a case to conclude.\textsuperscript{241}
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In fact, as noted above, a U.S. court refused to dismiss a case on forum non conveniens grounds because the courts in India have such severe delays, possibly even “up to a quarter century.” Testimony in that case revealed that an “average” case before the Calcutta High Court would take fifteen to twenty years.

Aside from the burdens of civil litigation, there are other reasons patients might prefer India’s consumer forums to its civil courts. First, when litigating a complaint in civil court, the plaintiff cannot file a parallel claim in a consumer forum. Thus, the choice to litigate in civil court effectively precludes a consumer complaint, given the two-year statute of limitations under the Consumer Protection Act. Perhaps more importantly, some Indian courts have expressed unabashed hostility toward medical negligence cases. In 2004, a justice of the Calcutta High Court criticized the rise in medical negligence cases, claiming that the entire medical system would collapse if physicians were harassed by lawsuits. Though such hostility certainly is not limited to judges, criticisms of medical negligence claims by judicial officers indicates the type of legal environment medical tourists must be prepared to encounter.

c. Self-Regulation by Medical Councils

India’s medical councils ostensibly govern medical practice in India. The primary professional organization for physicians is the Medical Council of India. On several occasions, the Indian Parliament has granted more statutory powers to the Medical Council to “make it an effective regulatory body.” The Medical Council sets and maintains standards for medical education and credentialing and runs the Indian Medical Register of physicians with recognized credentials. As health regulation is decentralized in India, several
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states have parallel state medical councils that also register physicians. However, India’s medical councils are more useful in theory than in practice. The councils have lost their influence because few physicians are active members, and most ignore the councils’ guidelines. Unsurprisingly, Indian patients do not trust the medical councils to regulate physicians.

First, the councils are intended to regulate members and promote compliance, but the Medical Council of India is often criticized for protecting its members rather than the public. Critics note that “the Medical Council of India has a poor record in dealing with malpractice, and it cannot award compensation or pass criminal sentences.” Council regulations identify forms of misconduct that can trigger disciplinary action. For example, the Council can punish physicians by removing their names from the register. Nevertheless, the list of actionable offenses is generally incomplete, outdated, and does not identify a range of punishments to fit offenses of vastly different severity.

Of course, the most glaring weakness with self-regulation by medical councils is the conflict of interest created when the foxes guard the henhouse. The Council’s Code of Ethics Regulations requires disciplinary cases to be judged by “peers.” One critic of the Medical Council’s oversight explains:

There have been few instances of medical councils intervening and initiating disciplinary action against members of their profession even when there is a formal complaint of negligence. Informal discussions with one of the council members revealed that not many councils have suspended the registration of any member even though many complaints are received by the council. In the case of one council, inquiry was initiated in only three cases and, in those, no disciplinary action has been taken.

In 1996, the Supreme Court handed down its landmark decision, Indian Medical Ass’n v. V.P. Shantha, which ruled in favor of those who had criticized the self-regulation of the medical profession by clarifying that the Consumer
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Protection Act applies to medical services. The Medical Council of India has been castigated by consumer groups, the Supreme Court, and even physicians for being corrupt and for not punishing its own members. A neurosurgeon declared at a public meeting on medical ethics that the national and state councils “are inefficient and corrupt.” The medical councils in India are subject to minimal, if any, government oversight, and the government will intervene only if the councils do not follow the Medical Council Act.

In short, the medical councils of India do not regulate the practice of medicine in any meaningful way. The councils may fail patients more than anyone, given their unique position to influence practice standards and ethics.

d. Criminal Prosecution

Physicians in India may be prosecuted criminally, though it is doubtful this deters ordinary negligence. The most common provision used against physicians is section 304A of the Indian Penal Code, which prohibits “causing death by negligence.” The Code punishes “[w]hoever causes the death of any person by doing any rash or negligent act” with imprisonment up to two years, or a fine, or both. Although this appears to create culpability from simple negligence, the Indian Supreme Court has held that physicians committing a mere error of judgment are not criminally liable under section 304A. Rather, the Supreme Court read into section 304A a standard of gross negligence or recklessness. The Court found a heightened standard in light of two other sections in the Penal Code that absolve accidents resulting from lawful activities performed in good faith, which would cover most medical care. Physicians in India obviously
were relieved by the Court’s opinion.273

Other provisions in the Indian Penal Code may also punish medical malpractice that does not result in death.274 Although it is not immediately clear how frequently physicians are prosecuted under these latter provisions, they have been invoked in some cases.275

Of course, proving criminal negligence against medical professionals is difficult. In 2005, the Supreme Court held that courts should not hear criminal complaints against physicians without prima facie evidence supporting the charge from a competent medical expert.276 As noted earlier, finding such an expert is difficult. The Court also encouraged investigators, often police, to secure an independent medical opinion, preferably from a government physician.277 Most importantly, Indian law departs from most jurisdictions in placing the burden to collect evidence of criminal liability on the complainant, even though prosecutors must still prove the case.278 Given weak access to medical records, this evidentiary demand may preclude many prosecutions.279

2. Foreign Patients in India

Although India ostensibly regulates medical practice through consumer forums, civil and criminal liability, and self-regulation by medical councils, each of these systems is flawed. Civil litigation is fraught with delay. Consumer forums present several obstacles. Government regulation is virtually non-existent, and self-regulation by medical councils is inherently problematic. In
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short, India’s legal and regulatory systems impose few standards on medical practice and generally fail to hold health care providers accountable in any meaningful way.

Notably, the best mechanisms for regulating Indian providers that treat foreign patients may be external sources, such as international accreditation, adverse publicity that might encourage foreign patients to go elsewhere, and contracts with foreign payors that might impose some accountability. That said, all patients in India would benefit from locally-grown oversight. India’s state and local governments could do much more to regulate medical practice. However, increased regulation does not seem to be a high priority. India is plagued by extremely pressing public health issues like HIV/AIDS, malaria, a severe shortage of resources, and extreme poverty. In a country where someone dies every minute from tuberculosis, other health priorities obviously loom.

C. Thailand

Thailand is a primary destination for foreign patients. In 2006, it treated an estimated 1.2 million foreigners, more than any other developing country. Thailand’s Bumrungrad International Hospital itself claims to host some 500,000 foreign patients annually, and the country boasts at least 450 hospitals with internationally trained health care professionals. In 2006, Thailand generated roughly $2.3 billion from treating foreign patients, and revenues grow 40% each year. Thailand has also been one of the more aggressive countries courting foreign patients. After the 1997 Asian economic crisis, the Ministries of Public Health and Commerce began coordinating with the Private Hospitals Association to promote Thai hospitals overseas. More recently, the government has planned to develop and promote health care centers in Bangkok, Phuket, and
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But Thailand struggles with an emergent dichotomy, part of which embraces medical tourism and part of which remains uneasy with the drive toward more commercialized, profit-driven medicine. Though medical tourism draws new revenues to Thailand, critics argue that it crowds out the medical care available to ordinary Thais. There is widespread fear of both a brain and resource drain from the public to the private sector, although some dispute the severity of the drain. Indeed, officials from the Ministry of Public Health have estimated that “the resources needed to provide services to one foreigner may be equivalent to those used to provide services to 4-5 Thais.” While the medical tourism industry booms, several provincial public hospitals have closed from lack of resources. There remains a severe shortage of physicians in public hospitals because physicians can earn five to ten times as much in private ones.
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Meanwhile, Thailand recently created a universal health care system by extending coverage to 18.5 million previously uninsured Thais, and researchers report that the system “has greatly increased demand for health care.” As in other developing countries, Thailand’s public and private sectors wrestle for finite health care resources.

What do these domestic challenges mean for foreign patients? First, the struggle for finite resources exacerbates Thailand’s two-tiered health care system, and Thais may view foreign patients as a drain on health care resources rather than as a source that might replenish them. Second, Thai courts and the legislature might be more concerned about local public health issues and could have little sympathy for foreign patients seeking relatively large malpractice awards. As in India, other health priorities beckon. In short, Thailand’s health care system remains in flux. Not only is there tension between the public and private sectors, but several legislative proposals may dramatically change the way Thailand’s legal and regulatory systems resolve medical malpractice cases. In this section, I explain the avenues of redress in Thailand, how those avenues may change, and what these changes could mean for foreign patients.

1. Avenues of Redress in Thailand

Bumrungrad International, perhaps Thailand’s most famous hospital, explains on its website that Thailand protects patients in several ways:

All patients in Thailand are protected by Thai law, codes of medical conduct, and a Patient Bill of Rights enforced by the Kingdom’s Medical Council. Patients may complain directly to the Thai Medical Council, or the Ministry of Public Health. You may also complain to the Thai Consumer Protection Agency or the police, or take legal action in a Thai court.

When considering any overseas treatment it is important to understand that any legal disputes will be decided in the country of treatment, not your country of origin or citizenship.

Bumrungrad International assures foreign patients that they are protected by several legal and regulatory authorities in Thailand. Although Bumrungrad warns

---
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that complaints will be governed by Thai rather than foreign law, the hospital conveys the unmistakable message that Thai authorities protect foreign patients and give them adequate legal recourse. But a fuller understanding of Thailand’s legal and regulatory systems calls these claims into question.

a. Civil Litigation in Thailand

Aggrieved patients in Thailand may sue health care providers in trial court and may appeal unfavorable decisions to appellate courts and ultimately to Thailand’s Supreme Court.299 Although Thailand is a civil code country, no Thai statutes specifically address medical malpractice. Thus, patients most frequently claim damages under Section 420 of Thailand’s Civil and Commercial Code, which requires any “person who, willfully or negligently, unlawfully injures the life, body, health, liberty, property, or any right of another person” to pay remuneration.300 Thus, health care providers in Thailand may be sued for simple negligence, though the plain language of the statute allows plaintiffs to allege more creative grounds. As in most countries, medical negligence in Thailand is defined as deviating from “a degree of care and skill that could reasonably be expected of a normal, prudent practitioner of the same experience and standing.”301 Patients bear the burden of proving negligence in Thai courts.302 As in India, patients face enormous practical difficulties proving negligence and recovering meaningful compensation.303 These burdens are magnified for foreign patients.

First, aggrieved patients frequently fail to recover satisfactory compensation for medical negligence because Thai malpractice law is underdeveloped. No significant body of jurisprudence exists governing medical malpractice cases, and there are few standards to guide courts in granting remuneration.304 In addition to the lack of malpractice statutes, there are very few reported cases, legal periodical articles, and books that discuss malpractice law there.305

Second, Thais perceive that medical negligence suits languish in courts,

bogged down in procedure.\textsuperscript{306} Malpractice suits generally take five to seven years to resolve,\textsuperscript{307} although like India, this timeframe does not necessarily compare unfavorably to the United States.\textsuperscript{308} However, there are no official, comprehensive estimates of how long the average malpractice case in Thailand takes to resolve, and it is unclear whether these delays would deter U.S. patients.

Third, as in India, patients face enormous difficulty proving medical negligence because many cannot access their own medical records. Some in Thailand worry that “patients are systematically being denied access to hospital medical records” when preparing malpractice complaints.\textsuperscript{309} Preeyanan Lorsermvattana, director of the Thai Iatrogenic Disease Network and herself a malpractice plaintiff on behalf of her son, says that “[i]n many cases, the hospitals simply claim that the records have disappeared.”\textsuperscript{310} Although Thailand’s professional councils helped promulgate a Declaration of Patients Rights in 1998, physicians are still reluctant to provide patients with information, even before treatment.\textsuperscript{311} Thus, as in India, lack of access to medical records may effectively preclude many legitimate complaints.

Fourth, even if plaintiffs can prove negligence, compensation is modest both in judgment and in settlement.\textsuperscript{312} For example, one author suggests that the largest award ever issued was around $100,000.\textsuperscript{313} A Thai newspaper reported that “about 36.5 million baht in total was paid to 443 victims of medical malpractice between 2005-2006”\textsuperscript{314}—about 82,393 baht ($2463) per person.\textsuperscript{315} Thus, as in India, compensation in Thailand is dwarfed by the mean ($311,965) and median ($175,000) payouts in the United States.\textsuperscript{316}

Fifth, of immediate practical significance to foreign patients is the Thai court system itself, which utilizes judges rather than lay juries, and is conducted
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exclusively in Thai.\textsuperscript{317} All oral and documentary evidence in foreign languages must be translated into Thai.\textsuperscript{318} Moreover, Thai courts do not permit pre-trial discovery of documents; instead, courts subpoena parties to present documents at trial,\textsuperscript{319} which disadvantages plaintiffs. Consequentially, navigating the Thai legal system may present an incredible challenge for a foreign plaintiff.\textsuperscript{320}

Finally, as in India, there is some hostility in Thailand toward medical malpractice lawsuits and the legal system in general. New malpractice cases still make national news in Thailand.\textsuperscript{321} And as in most jurisdictions, physicians openly lament malpractice litigation. The Medical Association of Thailand decries litigation as “a win at all costs game that we [find] dishonorable,” and has called for a national discussion “to restore sanity to a system that right now severely inhibits physicians’ efforts to learn from mistakes and make health care safer for everyone.”\textsuperscript{322} Physicians complain that litigation can last “many years” and that they often have no choice but to settle.\textsuperscript{323} These lamentations are sometimes published as invective toward patients.\textsuperscript{324} On the other hand, some physicians in Thailand believe that a small minority of “egotistic,” “selfish,” and “merciless” physicians ruin the profession’s reputation.\textsuperscript{325}

On a more basic level, Thais generally distrust the legal system and rarely...
pursue formal recourse in part because of Buddhist principles like karma, which warn that "the assertion of [legal] rights may ultimately prolong conflict and may in the long run contribute to suffering, misfortune, and distress." In surveying Thai citizens over several years, Professor David Engel found "diminished regard for and use of law and legal institutions," quoting a Thai aphorism that "It is better to eat dog shit than to go to court." Although litigation rates have always been low in Thailand, rates of tort litigation in certain provinces have dramatically decreased per capita over the last twenty-five to thirty years, which may suggest an unfriendly atmosphere for plaintiffs.

Perhaps reflecting these aggregate difficulties, malpractice complaints in Thailand seem to be extremely rare, and those that exist are not often successful. Roughly half of the 2726 complaints submitted to the Medical Council between 1988 and 2006 alleged medical malpractice, but only twenty-two of those cases went to court. At the same time, some researchers have found a decisive uptick in malpractice complaints in various forums. The Ministry of Public Health found that the rate of malpractice complaints submitted to the Thai Medical Council increased sevenfold between 1980 and 2004. The
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Thai Medical Association claims that from 1973 to 2003, medical malpractice lawsuits rose from 250 per year to over 500 per year, although, proportionally, the amount of medical services provided during that period has probably risen at least as much. The National Health Commission Office observed sharper rises in complaints to the Medical Council in 1999 and 2005 but reported fewer complaints in 2006 and 2007. There are caveats, however, when attempting to extract any conclusions from these data. There are no official, reliable, and comprehensive estimates of the number of medical malpractice complaints filed in Thailand, and many sources conflate separate complaint venues, for example by failing to distinguish lawsuits filed in civil courts from complaints made to the Medical Council. Nevertheless, even if the Medical Association is correct that malpractice suits have risen to 500 per year, this seems like a relatively minuscule number for a population of over 66 million.

One anecdote demonstrates the difficulties aggrieved patients might face in Thailand. Preeyanan Lorsermvattana, director of the Thai Iatrogenic Disease Network, filed suit on behalf of her son, who suffered injuries after being born at “a famous private hospital.” In January 1996, she sued the hospital for 57 million baht ($1.5 million). In 2000, the trial court dismissed the case because she filed it past the one-year statute of limitations. Moreover, the court ordered her to pay the hospital 200,000 baht ($5420) in court fees and 100,000 baht ($2710) in lawyers’ fees. In 2002, Lorsermvattana sought help from the National Human Rights Commission, which asked the hospital to compensate her family and pay for future medical treatments. The Commission also asked the
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Medical Council of Thailand to reconsider her son’s case and requested that the Ministry of Public Health set better standards for medical care, though these requests were not legally binding.\textsuperscript{345} Meanwhile, the hospital sued Lorsermvattana for 100 million baht ($3.1 million) for defamation, though the Supreme Court dismissed this claim.\textsuperscript{346}

In sum, aggrieved patients face obstacles to securing compensation nearly everywhere, but there are significant obstacles in Thailand. Foreign patients may find Thailand’s redressal system to be an unrealistic option. Malpractice suits are rare. Compensation is meager, especially by Western standards. Litigation is long and expensive, and generally disfavors patients in fundamental ways. Proving negligence is exceedingly difficult with lack of access to medical records. Court proceedings are conducted exclusively in Thai. And the general atmosphere is hostile to medical malpractice complaints. There have even been reports of violence—both real and threatened—against those who have brought malpractice complaints.\textsuperscript{347} A medical tourism company in the United States states bluntly: “If someone is considering suing someone, for whatever reason, don’t [seek treatment abroad] . . . . That’s all we have to say.”\textsuperscript{348}

\textbf{b. Pending Reforms in Thailand?}

Aware of these hurdles, the government is considering several legislative proposals that may fundamentally change how Thailand handles medical malpractice complaints. Policymakers are considering no-fault compensation and mediation committees, and they may amend legal burdens of proof, criminal liability, and other devices that can hold health care providers accountable.

Currently, Thai law provides a limited safety net for some malpractice victims. The National Health Security Fund compensates victims of medical errors if the patient does not receive any compensation from the health care provider within a reasonable time frame.\textsuperscript{349} Although the National Health
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Security Act caps medical malpractice compensation provided under the Fund to
200,000 baht ($5764), legislation may raise the cap to two million baht ($57,636).350 The National Health Security Office can then seek indemnification
from the health care provider.351 The Committee of National Health Security
replenishes the Fund by withholding 1% or less from hospital budgets.352 Article
38 of the Act suggests that the Fund applies to both public and private hospitals,353 but it is not clear how often patients treated at private hospitals turn
to the Fund for compensation.

In 2008, the Ministry of Health proposed legislation to handle malpractice
complaints through a “no fault” system, utilizing a national fund to compensate
victims of medical errors.354 Former Health Minister Mongkol na Songkhla
wanted state physicians to contribute 3000 to 5000 baht to the fund each year, but
some doubt physicians would willingly do so.355 Others have called for the
government to standardize criteria for awarding compensation.356

Whatever reforms materialize, Thailand seems to be following the
recommendation of health policy researchers who urge it to move further away
from the U.S. medical malpractice system:

There is a risk of creating the environment of the US where fear of litigation
generates unnecessary investigations, overdiagnosis and overtreatment and
hence higher health care costs, and there is a vicious cycle of rising insurance
premia and rising health-care costs.357

The researchers support a “no fault” compensation system not only because
it removes the time and expense spent proving fault, but because it should
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improve physician-patient relationships.\textsuperscript{358}

Thailand may be moving precisely in this direction. In early 2008, Thailand’s Health System Research Institute (HSRI) reignited earlier efforts by proposing more expansive legislation to establish a “Medical Malpractice Victim Fund,”\textsuperscript{359} which would compensate patients within one month of suffering “damage” from medical malpractice and provide additional compensation shortly thereafter depending on the type and severity of damages.\textsuperscript{360} The bill would compensate only “serious cases,”\textsuperscript{361} although it is not clear how the government would distinguish serious cases from minor ones. The legislation aims to compensate patients quickly—within five months of being injured.\textsuperscript{362} To build support for the bill, HSRI noted that five months compared very favorably to civil litigation, which generally takes between five and seven years.\textsuperscript{363}

Of course, establishing a convenient compensation system comes with a price. The legislation has hit some political snags, and the Ministry of Public Health is trying to reconcile several conflicts.\textsuperscript{364} First, an early analysis of the bill predicts that the Thai government might spend one billion baht per year ($28.8 million) to compensate malpractice in public hospitals.\textsuperscript{365} Private hospitals would have to contribute to the fund separately to be covered.\textsuperscript{366} The bill would effectively render the system a form of government-sponsored malpractice insurance.

Second, a proposal would require patients to forego suing in civil court once they pursue compensation through the fund.\textsuperscript{367} This provision has become an obvious point of contention. Previously, Thailand’s Iatrogenic Disease Network supported the legislation, but it later opposed this new wrinkle and proposed its own reformulation.\textsuperscript{368} A separate proposal by the National Health Commission would require patients and providers to negotiate before patients could receive compensation.\textsuperscript{369}

Finally, physicians groups have used these legislative efforts as an
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opportunity to limit criminal and possibly even civil liability for malpractice. The Medical Council has asked the National Legislative Assembly to revise the Criminal Code to limit criminal punishment for physicians unless they intentionally injure a patient.\footnote{370} The Council has even proposed eliminating both criminal and civil liability unless the plaintiff proved that the malpractice was intentional or grossly negligent.\footnote{371} Though some recommended that the legislature focus on amending the National Health Security Act rather than the Criminal Code,\footnote{372} it seems likely that the Medical Council will achieve at least some concessions on this point.

There have been separate but related efforts in Thailand to enhance the medical expertise available to tribunals that hear malpractice cases. Former Health Minister Mongkol na Songkhla proposed establishing a mediation committee to help patients and physicians negotiate settlements.\footnote{373} As noted above, the legislation would have increased the maximum medical malpractice compensation from 200,000 baht to two million baht (from roughly $5700 to $57,000).\footnote{374} Although the mediation committee would decide compensation in each case, the legislation would still give victims the chance to sue in court.\footnote{375} It was not clear whether or when the legislation would be considered formally,\footnote{376} but the mediation idea seems to be gaining support.\footnote{377}

In a similar vein, the Thai Medical Council proposed legislation to ensure that judges hearing malpractice cases would have access to medical experts.\footnote{378} But the Council again combined this proposal with a provision that would eliminate both civil and criminal liability for physicians unless the malpractice was intentional or grossly negligent.\footnote{379}

Thus, the medical malpractice system in Thailand remains very much in transition. The government is considering several different legislative proposals, and even with ongoing political upheaval, the compensation system available to patients may look very different, very soon. Of course, this change could be a...
good thing. But it also compounds the uncertainty for foreign patients traveling to Thailand.

c. Consumer Complaints

In February 2008, the Thai government enacted the Consumer Case Procedure Act, B.E. 2551, which creates a streamlined procedure for "consumers" to file complaints against "business operators," which presumably includes private hospitals. Like India's consumer forums, the intent seems to be to offer a less costly and more convenient alternative forum to resolve consumer complaints. In fact, the new procedures resemble those in India's consumer forums, particularly their informality (consumers do not need to be represented by counsel), their quasi-judicial nature (judges are supported by judicial officers who try to mediate), and their truncated procedures (cases are meant to be resolved much more quickly than civil litigation). However, because the law took effect in August 2008, it remains unclear what impact it will have on medical malpractice cases.

d. Thai Ministry of Public Health

Thailand's Ministry of Public Health is the Prime Minister's central cabinet-level department responsible for regulating health care. The Ministry not only registers and licenses medical professionals but also investigates and reviews patient complaints. Most importantly, Thai law authorizes the Ministry to act as a safety net for aggrieved patients by allowing it to order compensation for any damages resulting from inappropriate medical services, although it is not clear the Ministry actively exercises this authority.

In spite of its authority, researchers found that the Ministry plays virtually "no role" in regulating the quality or safety of medical services as a practical
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matter. Although the Ministry's laws seem to be comprehensive, reviews of discipline in the 1990s show that "enforcement is poor" and "few severe penalties were awarded." This comports with a recent analysis of health care regulation in low- and middle-income countries, which found that "traditional methods such as licensing and certification frequently fail to control behavior because of the limited resources available to government [for enforcement] in low- and middle-income countries, and because of the powerful countervailing incentives that encourage deviant behavior to continue." Thus, even in more prosperous low- and middle-income countries like Thailand, enforcement lags due to lack of resources.

**e. Thai Medical Council**

The Thai government entrusts the Medical Council, a quasi-governmental self-regulatory body, to oversee medical professionals by licensing them and enforcing rules of professionalism and ethics. The Council may also sanction members, for example by placing them under probation for mild violations or by suspending or revoking licenses for more severe ones. The Council uses an Ethical Committee to handle medical malpractice and ethical complaints against members. The Committee investigates each complaint and then recommends penalties.

Complaints to the Council seem to be rising. Between 1990 and 2006, around 2800 patients filed complaints, more than half alleging malpractice. Council records claim that malpractice complaints jumped from 250 in 2004 to more than 300 in 2005. Also, the ratio of claims seems to be rising, from 88 complaints per 100,000 physicians in 1975 to 869 complaints per 100,000
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physicians in 2003. Nonetheless, researchers report that despite widespread problems with physicians in Thailand, the Medical Council still receives relatively few complaints.

Of course, the Medical Council is vulnerable to the same criticisms that plague other professional medical organizations responsible for regulating their own members. For example, a study found that the Council and other professional medical organizations in Thailand “react passively to complaints made directly by consumers and to reports of ethical misconduct from fellow professionals,” even though most complaints allege negligent or substandard care. The same study found that “punishments of the guilty were mostly mild with 53% being reprimanded, 23% placed on probation, 22% having their licenses suspended, and 1% having their licenses revoked.” As in India, professional medical organizations in Thailand seem to lack any real incentive to actively investigate their members and resolve complaints. One study concluded that the Council only disciplined its members when the Thai media publicized potential violations.

The Medical Council receives many more complaints than it is able or perhaps willing to handle. In 1999, it resolved only thirty-eight of the 173 complaints filed, and the gap grows over time. The backlog has provoked even more public criticism of the Council and has raised questions whether the Council is more concerned with protecting patients or its members.

Unsurprisingly, there is widespread public distrust of the Council. As noted above, plaintiffs criticize it for protecting its members in complaints. Its investigations are slow and operate under no deadlines. One study notes that “plaintiffs have little confidence that their cases will be handled fairly.” Observers have urged the Council to seek assistance from neutral, outside experts.
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RECALIBRATING THE LEGAL RISKS

to handle malpractice complaints.\textsuperscript{412} One respected scholar recommended that the Council avoid handling any malpractice complaints to avoid conflicts of interest and to restore the public's faith in the profession.\textsuperscript{413} Of course, the Council's president claims that the Council already asks neutral experts to help investigate complaints, noting skeptically that some patients file complaints simply because "they want to get money and take revenge."\textsuperscript{414}

Meanwhile, it is becoming even more crucial that the Medical Council and other regulators hold physicians in Thailand accountable. In 2004, the Ministry of Public Health wrote that "[w]ith more international trade in health services, professional ethics may erode," and "[m]ore malpractice lawsuits can be envisaged if professional councils are not strong enough."\textsuperscript{415} The Ministry thus recommended that the government strengthen regulatory oversight by professional councils and associations.\textsuperscript{416}

In short, as in India, foreign patients visiting Thailand cannot rely on physician self-regulation to provide any meaningful constraints on medical practice.

\textit{f. Criminal Prosecution in Thailand}

Physicians in Thailand can also be prosecuted for extreme cases of medical malpractice, but as in most countries, such prosecutions are quite rare. In fact, only one physician has been sentenced to prison for malpractice in Thailand, and this case ignited a firestorm of debate.\textsuperscript{417} A rural doctor was sentenced to three years in prison after injecting anesthetic into a patient during a fatal appendicitis operation.\textsuperscript{418} According to press reports, the case has intensified tensions between physicians and patients in Thailand, and many surgeons have expressed more reluctance to operate.\textsuperscript{419} For example, in response to the case, the Rural Doctors Society threatened to stop operating at rural hospitals.\textsuperscript{420} The Ministry of Public
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Health paid the patient’s family 600,000 baht ($15,267) after a civil court ordered the remuneration. However, the Ministry is appealing the three-year sentence. This example might suggest that criminal prosecution in Thailand incites more anger than self-reflection by physicians.

2. Foreign Patients in Thailand

Thailand remains a popular destination for patients, and as in India, most patients visiting will receive competent medical care. Health care regulation in Thailand is fairly comprehensive, but enforcement lags because Thai regulators dedicate insufficient personnel and resources to monitor and enforce compliance. A study by the World Health Organization and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development found that Thailand uses “a passive regulatory system for health-care.” The study concluded that “[a]lthough some mechanisms for health care supervision and monitoring in public facilities are implemented, there is a lack of continuous, formal appraisal of the quality and appropriateness of care in public and private hospitals as well as private clinics.” In general, researchers have found that middle-income countries like Thailand lack the resources to adequately regulate health care. Even the scholars that praise Thailand’s relatively comprehensive regulatory system recommended several fundamental reforms. Thus, as in India, lawmakers have the best intentions, but their efforts thus far have been mostly cosmetic due to lax enforcement.

Moreover, medical malpractice is a matter of when, not if. Foreign patients unlucky enough to be injured by malpractice will not, as a practical matter, have much recourse if left to navigate Thailand’s many redressal systems. And though Thailand’s health care regulatory system is fairly broad, it does not promote much accountability.

As a complicating factor, many in Thailand are uneasy with the growth of medical tourism and private, commercialized health care. Citizens distrust the private health care sector, and “[s]ocial attitudes towards the medical
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profession have changed drastically since much of the health care service is now done by the private sector and it has become a business. As a result, aggrieved foreign patients treated in private hospitals may not find much sympathy in Thailand.

D. Singapore

Singapore has long been a regional hub for patients, and like India and Thailand, it has grand ambitions for its medical tourism industry. Roughly 348,000 foreign patients visited Singaporean hospitals in 2007, up from 200,000 just four years earlier. Singapore is being pressured by competition from less expensive destinations like Malaysia, Thailand, and India. And, perhaps as only Singapore can do, its government has mustered a coordinated, centralized effort to promote its medical tourism industry and retain its status as Asia’s health care hub. Indeed, the government announced that it hopes to attract one million foreign patients annually by 2012.

Singapore as a medical destination is a study in contrasts. On one hand, Singapore is far and away the richest, most developed country I examine in this Article. Its average income resembles the United States more than India, Thailand, or Mexico.

But similarities with the United States do not extend much further. Unlike the United States, Singapore’s system for compensating patients is much more limited, veering more toward India and Thailand. Medical malpractice lawsuits
are rare. Awards are modest not only by U.S. standards but by standards appropriate for a country with Singapore’s wealth. Patients in Singapore remain reluctant to file suit, partly due to a cultural aversion to challenging medical authority, partly due to modest awards, and partly due to the risks of unsuccessful litigation in a system that imposes costs on the losing party and does not allow contingency fee arrangements. As in India and Thailand, patients have trouble finding medical experts willing to testify against colleagues. And like India, Singapore is one of the former British colonies saddled with the *Bolam* decision, the 1957 English trial court opinion that has made proving medical negligence exceptionally difficult. Finally, Singapore is a relatively non-litigious society, and the medical profession is winning the public relations battle against malpractice suits, warning the country that it is sliding further toward a medical malpractice crisis like that in the United States. All these factors create a general atmosphere that both discourages malpractice suits and makes them unlikely to achieve much.

My goal in this section is to describe this atmosphere and explain how Singapore’s redressal system operates. Allegations of medical malpractice in Singapore can trigger several distinct legal procedures, including criminal sanctions, actions by the Singapore Medical Council, and civil liability. Here I outline these procedures and assess whether they might provide adequate recourse to foreign patients.

1. Civil Liability in Singapore

Physicians in Singapore may be civilly liable for medical malpractice under theories of both contract and tort—though the most common allegation is simple
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negligence in tort.\textsuperscript{443}

As a foundational matter, Singapore inherits its common law from England, and to this day, Singaporean courts often apply judicial precedents from English courts.\textsuperscript{444} Courts tend to treat English decisions as “highly persuasive if not practically binding,” although the Singapore High Court has held that courts need not follow English common law.\textsuperscript{445} In addition, a 1993 statute allows courts to reject English precedents if applying them would be inappropriate.\textsuperscript{446} Thus, courts in Singapore have shown increased willingness to depart from English common law and follow more patient-friendly precedents from Australian or Canadian courts (though Singaporean courts remain reluctant to adopt U.S. precedents).\textsuperscript{447} The Parliament of Singapore has grown more assertive in regulating medical professionals, but medical practice remains governed almost exclusively by the common law of contract and tort.\textsuperscript{448}

Courts in Singapore continue to adhere to the infamous Bolam rule, the standard for finding medical negligence that has been widely criticized for unduly favoring physicians.\textsuperscript{449} In Bolam v. Friern Hospital Management Committee,\textsuperscript{450} the court explained that it would not find medical professionals to be negligent if they “acted in accordance with a practice accepted by a responsible body of medical men skilled in that particular art.”\textsuperscript{451} This famous test simply states that the standard of care for physicians is not that of the ubiquitous “reasonable man,” but of a reasonable physician possessing roughly the same special skills and competencies.\textsuperscript{452}

On its face, the Bolam rule seems to be innocuous, even bland. But most courts have interpreted Bolam to create almost insurmountable hurdles for patients. First, if the standard of care is that of “a responsible body of medical men skilled in that particular art,”\textsuperscript{453} who else but those same “medical men”
could identify what practices were appropriate in each case? 

Bolam requires courts to refer to expert testimony to help determine the standard of care—as do courts in most common law jurisdictions—but courts in Singapore rely overwhelmingly on such testimony with very little independent, critical assessment.  

In fact, courts applying Bolam do not grant themselves much leeway to decide between conflicting medical experts. Most courts applying Bolam prohibit non-experts like judges from independently determining whether the physician was negligent as long as some evidence supports the defendant’s conduct. Courts have even held that the testimony of a single expert defense witness can represent a “responsible body” of medical opinion, even if it contradicts a larger body of opinion. Thus, courts applying Bolam often refrain from finding negligence if only one expert finds the defendant’s conduct reasonable—even if multiple competent experts find it unreasonable.

As a practical matter, therefore, medical negligence under Bolam is often “determined by the lowest standard of care (accepted by the medical profession) rather than reasonable contemporary standards.” One lawyer notes that “barring a truly exceptional case, there will invariably be a body of medical opinion that supports the allegedly negligent physician’s practice.” Essentially, courts in Singapore enforce standards that the medical profession set for itself without independently assessing those standards. Scholars in Singapore bemoan that courts have forgotten the normative interpretation required when determining whether a physician acted in accordance with a “responsible body” of professional medical opinion. Indeed, courts in Singapore seem quicker to chastise themselves than physicians. For example, in one highly-publicized case, the Singapore Court of Appeal fumed that:

It would be pure humbug for a judge, in the rarified atmosphere of the courtroom and with the benefit of hindsight, to substitute his opinion for that of the doctor in the consultation room or operating chamber. We often enough tell doctors not to play God; it seems only fair that, similarly, judges and lawyers
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should not play at being doctors.\textsuperscript{463}

A recent trend suggested that courts might retreat from Bolam or at least domesticate it, but this proved not to be much of a revolution. In 1998, the English House of Lords left room for courts to depart from Bolam in its well-known Bolitho opinion,\textsuperscript{464} where it held that courts should depart from Bolam when the professional medical opinion “is not capable of withstanding logical analysis.”\textsuperscript{465} Bolitho seemed to give judges an opportunity—albeit a narrow one—to reassert themselves and critically weigh expert opinions in medical negligence cases.\textsuperscript{466} Although several courts did use Bolitho to appraise expert medical testimony more critically, Lord Browne-Wilkinson warned lower courts in his House of Lords opinion in Bolitho to apply the case only in exceptional circumstances.\textsuperscript{467} Thus, many observers view Bolitho as only slightly altering Bolam’s status quo.\textsuperscript{468}

In 2002, in the case of Dr. Khoo James v. Gunapathy d/o Muniandy, the Singapore Court of Appeal systematically reviewed the common law in this area.\textsuperscript{469} Reacting to public backlash against a S$1.4 million trial court award, the Court of Appeal announced that judges should not determine the reasonableness of medical opinions but should merely determine whether the expert medical testimony is logically defensible.\textsuperscript{470} Indeed, the Singapore High Court noted in a 2002 case predating Gunapathy that Bolam and its progeny prevent courts from finding negligence “even if the diagnosis or treatment were wrong.”\textsuperscript{471} As such, the Gunapathy opinion represents the current law in Singapore,\textsuperscript{472} cementing the near sancrosact status of the Bolam rule. One scholar has interpreted Gunapathy as rendering malpractice cases more hostile to plaintiffs in Singapore than in England.\textsuperscript{473}

Professor Amirthalingam has called for courts to “reassert their role as the
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final arbiters in determining medical negligence. He criticizes Bolam for allowing the medical profession to self-regulate and for allowing judges to abdicate their responsibility to determine the legal standards of care and negligence. Professor Amirthalingam also recommends that Singaporean courts abandon the English approach in Bolam and embrace the more neutral Australian approach enunciated in Rogers v. Whitaker, which reasserted the role of courts in determining the standard of care. As it is under Bolam in India and Thailand, expert medical testimony in Singapore enjoys almost talismanic power, which of course lowers the chance that patients will successfully recover damages.

But Bolam is only one part of the medical malpractice atmosphere in Singapore. As in India and Thailand, patients in Singapore face other obstacles in proving negligence. Indeed, a full assessment of Singapore's medical malpractice system shows why patients remain so reluctant to sue.

First, lawyers in Singapore cannot accept contingency fees, thus guaranteeing that litigation will be a sunk cost for patients. And those brave enough to file suit have a strong incentive to settle because a court can impose costs if the case goes to trial and the court finds that an original settlement offer was reasonable. Perhaps more importantly, patients are deterred from filing all but the strongest medical negligence claims because a court may order the plaintiff to pay the defendant's costs if the patient fails to prove negligence. Singapore also does not provide jury trials in medical malpractice cases, which may further disadvantage patients.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, patients in Singapore seem to be among the least litigious of wealthy, industrialized countries. Patients there historically have
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been very reluctant to sue,\textsuperscript{485} and very few medical negligence cases in Singapore proceed to trial.\textsuperscript{486} Court records in Singapore show that the number of medical negligence lawsuits has been trivial: three in 1998, seven in 1999, and ten in 2000.\textsuperscript{487} In 2007, medical malpractice cases in the public health sector had fallen from roughly fifteen cases per year in the late 1990s to around eleven per year, counter to the international trend.\textsuperscript{488} In a comprehensive review of initiatives to improve health care quality in Singapore, Professor Lim emphasizes that most of these quality initiatives were pressed by the government rather than the public, “and certainly not the medical profession.”\textsuperscript{489} By attracting patients from the United States and other more litigious societies, Singapore may be inviting a group of patients that is more aware of and ready to assert its legal rights.

Second, as in other jurisdictions, patients may encounter resistance securing an expert medical witness to testify against a colleague—the so-called “conspiracy of silence.”\textsuperscript{490} One possible solution would be for courts to rely more liberally on the doctrine of \textit{res ipsa loquitur}, which allows a plaintiff to establish prima facie evidence of negligence without relying heavily or exclusively on expert medical testimony.\textsuperscript{491} However, courts in Singapore historically have been less willing to apply this doctrine than courts in the United States,\textsuperscript{492} and it logically applies only in the most unequivocal cases.

Third, as in most jurisdictions, physicians are winning the public relations battle against medical malpractice suits, which generally creates a more hostile atmosphere for aggrieved patients. Many countries claim to be on the cusp of a malpractice litigation crisis that will drive up health care spending. \textit{The Straits Times} reported that malpractice insurance premiums rose almost 300\% for cosmetic and aesthetic surgeons in Singapore between 2002 and 2007.\textsuperscript{493} Some medical practitioners have used litigation statistics from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia to warn that there is a crisis in Singapore.\textsuperscript{494}
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Physicians groups like the Singapore Medical Association publish critiques of patient complaints and malpractice litigation. Medical commentators propagate these claims, contributing to the general atmosphere.

This public relations campaign has driven a fear of a pending medical malpractice crisis that has probably contributed to courts' reluctance to relax the Bolam rule. Indeed, Professor Amirthalingam criticizes these tactics and argues that providers in Singapore already enjoy low malpractice costs:

All first world countries have far higher medical indemnity and general insurance costs, as well as higher compensatory awards. We cannot have our cake and eat it; the move to first world status also means embracing an advanced citizenry that is aware of its rights and desires to assert them.

Fourth, even though Singapore enjoys a relatively high standard of living and is the most developed among major medical tourist destinations, malpractice awards can still be quite modest. For example, in 2001 The Straits Times published an article describing a S$2.55 million medical negligence judgment by the Singapore High Court ($1.4 million). The full-page article describing this "astronomical sum" triggered a "torrent of letters to the newspaper" and "terrified" local physicians. The Court of Appeal swiftly overturned the decision and reaffirmed Bolam's highly deferential standard.

Before this record award, the previous record in a medical negligence case in Singapore appears to have been only S$356,000 ($200,000). However, in 2007, The Straits Times reported a medical malpractice award of S$2 million.
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RECALIBRATING THE LEGAL RISKS

($)1.3 million and the resulting increase in malpractice insurance rates. Thus, aggrieved patients in Singapore may be faring better than they have historically, which could signal a better legal atmosphere for foreign patients.

2. The Singapore Medical Council

All physicians in Singapore must register with the Medical Council, a component of the Ministry of Health. The Council has statutory authority to discipline physicians for unprofessional conduct or other ethical transgressions, usually by removing them from the registry, restricting their practice, levying fines up to S$10,000, or censuring them. Although more severe cases of medical malpractice may rise to the level of an ethical transgression, this is rare. Further, the Council cannot compensate patients, nor can it compel physicians to provide patients their medical records, which are necessary to support a malpractice suit.

The overall number of complaints made to the Council is rising, from 84 in 2004 to 138 in 2008, although there has been no upward trend in the number of complaints filed per physician. Around 20% of complaints allege medical negligence, though a higher number could be categorized as such. The Council’s complaint form notes that investigations may take between six and nine months, if not longer.

The Ministry of Health is considering proposals to amend the Council’s
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grievance procedures. For example, the proposals would 1) increase maximum fines from S$10,000 to S$100,000, 2) speed up the complaint process, 3) broaden the Council’s powers to recommend outside mediation, and 4) allow patients to appeal decisions to the Singapore High Court. Currently, patients can appeal decisions by the Council’s complaints committee to the Health Minister, but only physicians can further appeal those decisions to the High Court. Singapore may try to use these proposed reforms to shift complaints away from civil tort litigation.

3. Criminal Sanctions in Singapore

When a patient dies, Singapore’s Criminal Procedure Code requires a public coroner’s inquiry to determine the precise cause of death. The coroner does not initiate formal charges or recommend sanctions, but the coroner may identify specific medical professionals as defendants for potential prosecution. Yet the coroner’s inquiry does not obligate the Attorney General to prosecute, nor can plaintiffs use it as evidence in civil suits. Given that only a patient’s death can trigger criminal action as well as the limited impact of coroners’ reports, criminal proceedings against physicians remain exceedingly rare.

4. Foreign Patients in Singapore

Singapore is an established medical destination whose hospitals have experience handling foreign patients. However, Singapore’s medical malpractice system generally favors providers and disfavors patients, and the few patients that win judgments receive compensation that is modest not only by U.S. standards, but by standards appropriate for a country with Singapore’s wealth. Scholars have called for courts in Singapore to reassert themselves in medical negligence cases, but the common law remains a significant obstacle. The general atmosphere also tends to encourage mediation and settlement over full-blown litigation.

The bright spot for patients is that, overall, Singapore’s health care system
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enjoys a relatively strong regulatory environment, contrary to many other medical tourist destinations. The Ministry of Health and the Singapore Medical Association have initiated programs to study the incidence of medical errors and reduce them. Moreover, practitioners have embraced evidence-based medicine to guide clinical practice, which some believe may frame standards of care in more concrete terms. These developments should only help patients.

E. Mexico

Mexico has long been a medical destination for U.S. residents, and thousands on both sides of the border cross each day to purchase medical care, dental care, or pharmaceuticals. More recently, Mexican hospitals in cities like Monterrey are earning stellar reviews from U.S. patients, and health care providers in Mexico now actively compete for medical tourists. Private medicine is one of Mexico’s most profitable industries, and cross-border health care between the United States and Mexico is a ripe market. At least 11.5 million people reside along the border. Many U.S. residents seek health care in Mexico because they are uninsured, have low incomes, or might prefer Spanish-speaking providers. Though prices may not be as low as in some Asian countries, Mexico’s competitive advantage is its proximity to the United States.
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Providers are using a combination of proximity, improved quality, and comparatively low prices to target not only individual patients, but also U.S. employers and insurers willing to outsource expensive surgeries or even routine checkups.  

But Mexico’s geographic proximity, shared demography, and cross-border commerce with the United States do not translate into many similarities between the countries’ health care systems. Providers along the border collaborate much less than we might expect, which some attribute to dramatically different systems for organizing, financing, delivering, and regulating health care.

Moreover, although Mexico is geographically closer to the United States than India, Thailand, or Singapore, its malpractice compensation system may be the most distant. Like Thailand, Mexico is a civil law country, and its courts do not utilize juries or stare decisis. Tort litigation in Mexico is virtually non-existent, and medical malpractice cases are even rarer. Mexican law does not allow non-economic damages like pain and suffering, and its economic damages are deflated from being pegged to Mexico’s workers’ compensation statute.

Mexican tort law is perhaps the most arcane, alien, and “contrasting differently” body of law between Mexico and the United States. As with India’s consumer forums, Mexico’s new National Commission for Medical Arbitration provides a more efficient alternative to civil litigation, but the compensation it awards would probably not satisfy most U.S. plaintiffs.

In short, U.S. patients traveling to Mexico for medical care should not assume that its legal or arbitration systems will provide satisfactory recourse. On the bright side, U.S. courts have demonstrated a willingness to hear complaints by U.S. residents arising in Mexico, which may be the best option for most American patients.

In this section, I evaluate how Mexico handles malpractice
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complaints, beginning with a brief case study evaluating how cross-border health insurers have handled the legal risks of relying on providers in Mexico.

1. The New Market for Cross-Border Health Insurance

Cross-border health insurance covering treatments in Mexico is becoming increasingly popular. In California, HMOs offer less expensive insurance plans to California residents willing to be treated in Mexico.\(^5\) For example, HealthNet, Blue Shield, and SIMNSA are selling plans with lower premiums and deductibles to U.S. citizens in California,\(^6\) and SIMNSA is selling similar plans to Mexican nationals residing in California.\(^7\) These cross-border health plans generally cost 40-50% less than those that utilize U.S. providers only.\(^8\)

The cross-border insurance trend emerged primarily after legislation in California legitimized these plans by establishing specific requirements to regulate them.\(^9\) Texas and Arizona have considered similar legislation, but concerns remain over legal liabilities and other practical impediments.\(^10\) Interestingly, California decided to regulate cross-border health plans in substantial part to protect consumers already using unregulated plans and to provide legal recourse in the United States should patients need to sue.\(^11\) California was concerned that U.S. nationals would find it difficult to seek redress in Mexican courts. In fact, California’s statute prevents cross-border HMOs from forcing U.S. residents to rely on the unfamiliar Mexican legal
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system, even if care was provided in Mexico.\textsuperscript{546}

The California statute protects U.S. residents in other ways. First, HMOs offering cross-border plans not only must establish grievance procedures in the United States but also must submit to California's jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{547} For example, SIMNSA maintains offices in San Diego to receive member complaints.\textsuperscript{548} Licensure by the California Department of Managed Health Care (DMHC) also triggers jurisdiction by U.S. courts.\textsuperscript{549} The DMHC has received very few complaints about cross-border health plans to date,\textsuperscript{550} though these grievance procedures may be a poor proxy for measuring the frequency of medical errors by Mexican providers.

Second, HMOs offering cross-border plans in California must regularly review the quality of Mexican providers\textsuperscript{551} and must publish an advisory statement on health care in Mexico.\textsuperscript{552} For example, Blue Shield's "Access Baja" plan states that both legal and medical standards differ in Mexico:

Legal requirements for and generally accepted practice standards of medical care in Mexico are different than those of California or elsewhere in the United States. . . . Any member who is not completely comfortable with the standards of care for the practice of medicine in Mexico should not enroll in the Access Baja HMO Health Plan.\textsuperscript{553}

Unsurprisingly, Blue Shield disclaims liability for negligence committed by physicians, hospitals, or other providers in Mexico and classifies them as independent contractors.\textsuperscript{554} Blue Shield's plan also requires Mexican physicians to have their own malpractice insurance.\textsuperscript{555}

In short, California addressed the problem of U.S. patients having to sue in Mexican courts by requiring health insurers to submit to U.S. jurisdiction.
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Nevertheless, as in Blue Shield’s case, insurers have shielded themselves from liability for malpractice committed by Mexican providers. Patients may still be able to sue these providers in U.S. courts, but they will have to establish personal jurisdiction, which is by no means certain. Otherwise, patients will be left to navigate Mexico’s civil courts.

2. Civil Litigation in Mexico

Patients injured by medical malpractice in Mexico may sue in Mexico’s civil courts. Some contend that U.S. citizens have adequate legal recourse in Mexico because patients are not only free to sue in Mexican courts but also to file claims with Conamed, Mexico’s new medical arbitration board. However, as in India, Thailand, and Singapore, U.S. patients are likely to find these avenues of redress to be inadequate. There are serious concerns that Mexican courts do not provide any real recourse to victims of medical malpractice. First, most U.S. patients will find the Mexican legal system to be unfamiliar, and Mexican tort law is perhaps the most arcane and distinctive body of law between Mexico and the United States. Mexico’s tort cases are governed primarily by the Federal Civil Code or a corresponding state code. Mexico’s Civil Code has been described as “scant,” “skeletal,” “obsolete,” and “simplistic”—and remains so because the Mexican legislature has not modernized it. In fact, tort law does not really exist in Mexico; instead, Mexico characterizes tort law as extra-contractual liability, based on obligations arising from illegal acts. The legislature has
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not clarified when courts should find fault, negligence, or causation. As a result, such questions are left almost entirely to the discretion of individual judges. Tort law and its attendant concepts are “alien to Mexican legal thinking.” Mexican courts do not use juries, nor do they use stare decisis to establish binding judicial precedents. Moreover, Mexican courts do not utilize pretrial discovery, instead relying on courts to conduct discovery during trial. Together, these features suggest that medical malpractice litigation in Mexico’s civil courts will present foreign patients with significant burdens.

Second, and perhaps most importantly, foreign patients will be underwhelmed with malpractice awards in Mexico. Mexican law does not award punitive or exemplary damages, damages for pain and suffering, or damages for loss of consortium. Even tort actions involving death only generate an amount around $17,880 pursuant to the Civil Code’s formula for calculating damages. Such paltry compensation undoubtedly encourages Americans injured in Mexico to sue in U.S. courts.

Courts in Mexico calculate tort compensation by referring to the workers’ compensation formula. Mexico’s Federal Civil Code directs courts to calculate economic recoveries in tort under the Federal Labor Act, as if the victim were a Mexican laborer injured at work. Courts may award patients the costs of medical care and rehabilitation, but economic losses are limited to four-times the prevailing minimum wage in the state, multiplied by the number of days assigned to the specific disability claimed under the Federal Labor Act. As a result, tort damages have been described as “outdated and less than frugal,” and very few attorneys even handle—let alone specialize in—personal injury cases.

Third, tort cases are extremely rare in Mexican courts. Americans injured

563. Vargas, supra note 12, at 499-500. The Mexican Supreme Court refers briefly to negligence and custom in its Jurisprudencias, but merely to emphasize that judges should use their discretion. Vargas, Tort Law in Mexico, supra note 538, § 21.23.
564. Vargas, supra note 12, at 499-500.
565. Vargas, Tort Law in Mexico, supra note 535, § 21.7.
566. Vargas, supra note 12, at 486.
568. Vargas, supra note 12, at 484; Vargas, Tort Law in Mexico, supra note 535, § 21.2.
569. Vargas, supra note 12, at 503.
570. Vargas, Tort Law in Mexico, supra note 535, § 21.2; Vargas, supra note 12, at 503. See generally Anderson, supra note 557, at 1100-03, Kozolchyk & Ziontz, supra note 566.
571. Vargas, supra note 12, at 479.
572. Vargas, supra note 12, at 478 (citing Ley Federal del Trabajo [L.F.T.] [Federal Labor Law], as amended, Diario Oficial de la Federación [D.O.], Title IX, arts. 477-80, 487, 491-93, 495-97, 500-02, 1 de Agosto de 1971 (Mex.)).
573. Vargas, supra note 12, at 488.
574. Id. at 488.
575. Id. at 501-02; Vargas, Tort Law in Mexico, supra note 535, § 21.5.
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while visiting Mexico greatly prefer to sue in the United States. In fact, U.S. courts decide a far larger number of tort cases arising in Mexico than Mexican courts do. Professor Vargass states bluntly that “the practice of tort law in Mexico is simply non-existent” and proposes modernizing the framework by borrowing principles from Europe and the United States. Adding to the danger for patients, there is almost no product liability law in Mexico, leaving patients exposed should they be injured by faulty pharmaceuticals or medical devices.

Fourth, as in India, Thailand, and Singapore, Mexican culture fundamentally differs from U.S. culture on its desire and tolerance for adversarial litigation. Mexicans remain pointedly distrustful that courts will resolve disputes fairly. Of course, as in the other countries I examine, observers in Mexico firmly believe that more and more tort cases are being filed, spurred in part by growing consumer awareness. Mexico claims to be beset by a surge of medical malpractice suits, which observers attribute to “poor personal communication, unrealistic expectations of performance, the high costs of medical attention, and better informed and more critical patients.” Some lament that the growing number of lawsuits creates a “vicious circle” of rising insurance premiums, defensive medicine, and rising health care costs. Unfortunately, as is common in other jurisdictions, the critics decry the situation in Mexico but only cite as support articles describing malpractice litigation in the United States and the United Kingdom.

Thus, foreign patients will likely find that Mexico’s civil litigation system provides inadequate redress for medical negligence. Tort litigation is almost non-existent; damages are modest by U.S. standards and are limited by law. Further, the legal system is arcane, costly, and not trusted by its own citizens.

3. Mexico’s New National Commission for Medical Arbitration

As in India, the Mexican government confronted its flawed civil litigation system by creating an alternative. Malpractice victims in Mexico now have access to a new medical arbitration system, formed to provide a less formal and
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costly alternative to civil litigation.\textsuperscript{586} In 1996, President Ernesto Zedillo created by decree the National Commission for Medical Arbitration (Comisión Nacional de Arbitraje Médico, or "Conamed"), residing within the Ministry of Health, and composed entirely of government-paid employees.\textsuperscript{587} Zedillo’s decree gave Conamed jurisdiction to advise parties of their legal rights and obligations and to investigate, hear, and resolve complaints concerning medical care.\textsuperscript{588}

Conamed has had some success with its efforts to resolve disputes promptly by having a specialized consultant contact the parties. Between 2001 and 2003, Conamed resolved 73\% of nearly 15,000 cases within forty-eight hours of being filed.\textsuperscript{589} If the special consultant fails and a complaint is filed, Conamed will assemble the parties to negotiate during an initial, conciliatory phase.\textsuperscript{590} Fourteen percent of cases filed are resolved by conciliation,\textsuperscript{591} in an average of three to six months.\textsuperscript{592}

If the parties do not settle, the case continues to a Conamed arbitrator.\textsuperscript{593} Conamed then gathers expert medical opinions, including the opinion of the treating physician.\textsuperscript{594} Arbitration generally takes an average of fifteen months.\textsuperscript{595} Conamed has a major advantage over courts because it enjoys credibility in medical disputes.\textsuperscript{596} For example, when selecting physicians and lawyers to handle each dispute, Conamed “consider[s] their expertise, academic background, impartiality in the specific case, and up to date knowledge in the particular branch of the medical specialty involved.”\textsuperscript{597}

\textsuperscript{586} Vargas, supra note 12, at 519-20.
\textsuperscript{587} Magallón Ibarra, supra note 562, at 47-48 (describing the purposes and promise of Conamed); Tena-Tamayo & Sotelo, supra note 583, at 449; Comisión Nacional de Arbitraje Médico, http://www.conamed.gob.mx/index.php (last visited Nov. 22, 2009).
\textsuperscript{589} Tena-Tamayo & Sotelo, supra note 583, at 449, 450.
\textsuperscript{590} Id. at 449.
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\textsuperscript{592} Id. at 450.
\textsuperscript{593} Id. at 449 (citing Comisión Nacional de Arbitraje Médico, http://www.conamed.gob.mx/index.php (last visited Nov. 22, 2009)).
\textsuperscript{594} Id.
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If Conamed arbitrators find that the physician committed malpractice (usually negligence), then it can award monetary damages under the same criteria used in civil litigation, relying on Mexico’s workers’ compensation formulas. However, Conamed’s National Commissioner acknowledged that the amount awarded in arbitration is usually lower than that awarded by courts. In fact, data from Conamed show that cases resolved through conciliation or arbitration typically result in the health care provider solely agreeing to assume responsibility for providing ongoing medical care. Only 28% of the complaints resolved through conciliation or arbitration resulted in damage awards, paying an average of only $4841 to each patient.

In addition to the limited damages, Conamed has other limitations. Both patients and health care providers must agree to resolve the dispute via Conamed. Although either party may withdraw from Conamed at any time prior to signing the arbitration agreement, once the arbitration contract has been signed, neither party may take the case to court. Similarly, Conamed cannot resolve disputes already being heard by courts. Moreover, “Conamed is not a judicial authority” and cannot enforce its own judgments, though it is not clear if lack of enforcement has been a problem.

Conamed maintains comprehensive data of its complaints and resolutions, which aids potential medical tourists in understanding their likelihood of success in Conamed. As noted above, almost three-quarters of all cases are resolved by special consultants before a formal complaint is filed. Of the cases that proceeded to conciliation or arbitration, 47% were not resolved, either because a party withdrew or the parties went to court. Of all the cases filed with Conamed, approximately 12% were left unresolved.

The data also show that of the complaints Conamed resolved through conciliation or arbitration, 66% concluded that no medical malpractice occurred, while 34% found evidence of malpractice. A separate analysis of randomly
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sampled cases found evidence of malpractice in 36.5% of cases.\textsuperscript{611} Thus, this study corroborated the outcomes reached in Conamed’s arbitrations. Additionally, this study found that 67% of the malpractice cases were attributable to the provider’s lack of skill rather than negligence.\textsuperscript{612}

To date, patients and health care providers seem to be highly satisfied with Conamed. In a survey of over 5500 patients and physicians that used Conamed, 97% of respondents rated the process as good or excellent.\textsuperscript{613}

Before Conamed was created, there had been “no systematic review of the annual trends of medical complaints and litigation in Mexico.”\textsuperscript{614} Thus, Conamed has provided not only an accessible alternative to civil litigation, but also a glimpse into trends surrounding malpractice complaints in Mexico. Unfortunately, even a more efficient, neutral alternative like Conamed is unlikely to provide much recourse to foreign patients if recoveries average only $4841 per patient.\textsuperscript{615}

4. Foreign Patients in Mexico

Under almost any scenario, Mexico will continue to compete for U.S. patients. However, patients that visit Mexico to avoid wandering too far from the United States should know that Mexico’s legal system does not share the same proximity. As in India, Thailand, and Singapore, seeking recourse in Mexico’s civil courts remains fraught with difficulties. And though Conamed provides a relatively neutral, efficient alternative, compensation is still extremely modest by U.S. standards. Moreover, it is telling that California, one of the only legislative bodies to have addressed cross-border health insurance, took several steps to minimize patients’ exposure to Mexico’s legal system.

Patients should also know that health care in Mexico differs from health care in the United States much more than one might expect, given the countries’ shared border, demography, and commerce. The Mexican government approves credentials for physicians and hospitals and provides legal recourse to patients,\textsuperscript{616} but these systems are evolving and are in some cases relatively new.\textsuperscript{617} Moreover,
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Mexico generally does not regulate medical services or impose quality controls to the same extent as the United States. 618 Although these differences may wane as more private hospitals in Mexico cater to foreign patients, Mexican health care providers, insurers, and institutions remain distinct from their U.S. counterparts. For example, researchers have found “profound distrust between decisionmakers and health care workers on both sides of the border.” 619 Patients visiting Mexico should thus consider how they might establish jurisdiction to sue negligent providers in U.S. courts, as U.S. residents have done in other personal injury contexts.

III. REALLOCATING THE LEGAL RISKS OF CROSS-BORDER HEALTH CARE

Medical tourists face real obstacles seeking recourse for medical errors. In Part I, I described how aggrieved patients might struggle in U.S. courts not only to resolve issues of jurisdiction, venue, and choice of law in their favor, but to prove sometimes attenuated theories of liability. In Part II, I explained how patients visiting India, Thailand, Singapore, and Mexico might not recover adequate, timely compensation in those jurisdictions. Two themes join Parts I and II: there are very real obstacles for patients seeking legal recourse for medical errors committed overseas, and patients may not fully appreciate these obstacles. As a result of patients’ lack of understanding, these transactions might not reflect the true risk tolerance of patients. This information deficiency may generate not only inefficient, suboptimal outcomes, but also injustice if patients agree to have surgery overseas based in part on assumptions that foreign legal systems will provide adequate recourse.

It is difficult to predict how destination countries or the medical tourism industry will respond. Some jurisdictions might “race to the top” by shoring up relatively weak systems for regulating local providers and compensating aggrieved patients, recognizing that inadequate legal protections might dissuade patients from visiting. 620 Or jurisdictions might “race to the bottom” (or remain there) to keep prices low or offer treatments that are banned elsewhere. 621 Either way, it is probably unrealistic to expect countries that are strapped for resources and struggling with more pressing public health concerns to bolster legal remedies for patients—and perhaps ignore protectionist impulses.

Thus, in Part III, I evaluate how other parties might respond. First, I evaluate several private sector responses that have emerged, including certification, malpractice insurance, and industry guidelines. After evaluating the promise and weaknesses of these approaches, I suggest several methods the public sector
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might use to reallocate the legal risks of medical travel. I evaluate each response by its ability to both inform patients and improve their chances of obtaining adequate redress.

A. Private Sector Responses

The interests of patients and the medical tourism industry are not necessarily incompatible. Poor quality care and inadequate legal recourse can deter many would-be medical tourists, and defending litigation is burdensome and expensive for providers and insurers. Moreover, legal uncertainties may be discouraging both patients and insurers that would otherwise consider using foreign providers. Thus, companies have some incentives to reallocate the legal risks of medical travel more fairly. In this section, I analyze three different responses by the private sector to date, and I comment on how these responses may not accomplish their stated objectives.

1. Certification

Demand for reassurance in the chaotic medical tourism market has led the industry to respond. A newly-formed industry group, the Medical Tourism Association (MTA), recently began offering a pilot “Medical Tourism Facilitator Certification Program.” The MTA intends to use certification to create “best practices” among medical tourism “facilitators” and to assure patients, insurers, and providers that certified facilitators meet certain minimum standards. The form asks applicants to answer over 200 questions regarding how they do business—including how they select foreign providers, handle patients, and earn revenues. Approved facilitators receive a renewable, two-year certification for $2500.

Because the certification program is new, it is unclear how it will operate, and more importantly, whether it will achieve the MTA’s stated goals. For example, the MTA claims that certification will generate “confidence, trust, and . . . credibility” for medical tourism companies in the eyes of both patients and insurers. However, as I have noted, industry self-regulation can be problematic and could be a mediocre substitute for government oversight here.
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627. See Sections II.B (India), II.C (Thailand), II.D (Singapore), supra.
remains unclear whether the MTA’s certification program will succumb to the same problems that plague the other self-regulatory bodies I discuss in this Article.

The MTA also claims that its certification program can help ensure patient safety. For example, the certification form asks whether the applicant: 1) verifies that its foreign providers are accredited and/or certified; 2) personally inspects foreign facilities and meets foreign surgeons; 3) tracks patient outcomes; 4) coordinates follow-up care; 5) validates the need for non-elective surgeries; 6) uses a medical advisor; and 7) uses a process to handle patient complaints.

However, the MTA does not explain how it will tally or weigh answers to the application, nor does it explain the criteria it will use to grant or deny applications. For example, will the MTA deny applications that answer “no” or “not applicable” to some of these questions? The MTA also does not explain the criteria it will use to revoke certifications or renew applications or whether it would make such decisions public.

Notably, the MTA’s application form also asks what information companies convey to patients about their potential legal recourse. For example, the form asks whether the company “adequately explains” the recourse available against the surgeon or hospital, including the “specific legal recourse options for each country” to which it sends patients.

But what do these companies really know about the medical malpractice systems overseas? As I emphasized in Part II, it is difficult to navigate the medical malpractice systems in these countries, and there are no comprehensive and reliable sources of information. Most intermediaries disclose the legal risks in densely worded legalese, if at all. Moreover, what explanations will the MTA deem “adequate”? For example, must the company explain how Singaporean courts use a strict burden of proof that defers greatly to medical experts? Must companies explain how the civil code in Mexico calculates and caps damages? Do companies have to disclose the limited universe of remedies in India? Or would a general statement listing the possible avenues for recourse in each country suffice, without any analysis of whether the patient might find such recourse difficult to obtain or inadequate? Intermediaries may warn buyers to beware of foreign legal systems without either highlighting specific deficiencies with each system or demonstrating how such systems compare with U.S. courts. Thus, although it appears that the MTA wants facilitators to disclose the legal risks of medical travel, I remain skeptical that facilitators will disclose the critical details that patients may desire to know—such as the average medical malpractice award or the average length of time to recover. Moreover, even if facilitators disclose these details, patients might not fully understand how to
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interpret and use such information.

Notwithstanding these criticisms, the certification program could live up to the MTA’s aspirations of creating at least some standards and transparency in a market that currently lacks both. In fact, if the MTA made its data public, the program could achieve many of the objectives I have called for elsewhere, such as: 1) certification or licensure for medical tourism intermediaries, with the threat of decertification; 2) increased transparency in their business practices (to the extent the MTA makes this information public); and 3) gathering more data revealing what types of patients visit which countries for which procedures, including outcomes data.\footnote{Cortez, supra note 6, at 123-27.} Moreover, the MTA’s certification program seems to encourage companies to think critically and creatively about patient safety, for example, by asking whether facilitators offer patients “complications insurance.”\footnote{Medical Tourism Association, supra note 624 (Question E3, “Insurance”).}

Ultimately, however, the MTA is a trade organization, and its certification program—however well-intentioned—may be susceptible to the same pitfalls that plague other self-regulatory bodies. The companies applying for certification are the same companies whose fees fund the program and whose membership dues and advertising dollars fund the MTA itself.\footnote{Note that government regulators sometimes rely on “user fees” by regulated parties and may be criticized for such. See, e.g., James L. Zelenay, Jr., The Prescription Drug User Fee Act: Is a Faster Food and Drug Administration Always a Better Food and Drug Administration?, 60 FOOD & DRUG L.J. 261, 288, 330-34 (2005) (noting criticisms of the FDA for relying on user fees paid by pharmaceutical companies).} Can we trust the industry to regulate itself? At this point, we have no other choice, although elsewhere I have sketched out what government oversight of the industry might look like.\footnote{Cortez, supra note 6, at 123-27.}

2. Medical Malpractice Insurance for Patients

Companies that arrange for U.S. patients to travel overseas might consider offering patients insurance that covers any resulting injuries or complications, including the cost of any remedial care required back home.\footnote{Terry, supra note 6, at 466.}

To date, there are few such products. Recently, Aos Assurance Company began offering “Patient Medical Malpractice Insurance” to medical tourists.\footnote{Aos Assurance Company Ltd., Patient Medical Malpractice Insurance, http://www.aosassurance.bb/PublicHtml/readmore.htm (last visited Nov. 22, 2009).} Patients can purchase a policy that compensates them for lost wages, medical expenses, rehabilitation expenses, disfigurement, and death from “negligent injury or error” committed during a covered procedure.\footnote{Id. at 4; Aos, Patient Medical Malpractice Product Sheet, http://www.aosassurance.bb/}
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from $100,000 to $1 million.\textsuperscript{638} Companies can also purchase group policies.\textsuperscript{639}

The policies cover only certain procedures performed by certain surgeons. The application form requires the patient to select among several dozen procedures and practitioners, though Aos may cover others not specifically listed.\textsuperscript{640} However, Aos does require that all procedures be performed at a facility accredited by Joint Commission International, by a board-certified physician or equivalent.\textsuperscript{641}

Aos markets this insurance as a way for patients to reduce the legal uncertainty of traveling overseas for surgery. For example, Aos notes in a brochure that “patients face dramatically increased liability exposure if a negligent injury should occur” overseas, because destination countries “have weak malpractice laws resulting in little to no recourse for the patient should something go wrong.”\textsuperscript{642} Aos also advertises that it will settle claims 80\% faster than patients would recover in U.S. courts.\textsuperscript{643} Finally, Aos promises that it will “handle and settle claims in accordance with the norms of the employee’s home country with local claim adjusters who understand the particular country customs and standards.”\textsuperscript{644} This could mean, for example, that Aos will provide greater reimbursement to patients from countries with higher standards of living, higher wages, and more expensive remedial care—though Aos does not clarify.

This type of insurance should improve as other companies begin offering competing products. For example, Aos charges policyholders $1000 simply to file a claim and only refunds the fee if the claim prevails.\textsuperscript{645} Also, the prices quoted on Aos’s website show that purchasing a policy may add significantly to the overall cost of the venture.\textsuperscript{646} Such prices and terms may become more
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\textsuperscript{645} See Aos, \textit{Group Medical Malpractice Insurance (GMMI\textsuperscript{TM}) Product Sheet}, http://www.aosassurance.bb/PublicHtml/Documents/GMMI/GMMI%20Product%20Sheet.pdf (last visited Nov. 22, 2009). Note, however, that Aos does not charge deductibles or copayments.

\textsuperscript{646} For example, purchasing the median policy with $500,000 of coverage for arthroscopic surgery on an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) would cost approximately $948. See Aos, Aos \textit{Quick Quote}, https://www.aosassurance.bb/Reaktor2K7/application/quickquote/quickquote.aspx (last visited Nov. 22, 2009) (select “Arthroscopic Surgery – Anterior Cruciate Ligament” from the “Procedure” menu and $500,000 from the “Amount of insurance coverage in...
favorable as more companies enter the market. Most importantly, these competition-driven policies are likely to offer peace of mind to patients venturing overseas. Intermediaries might even consider packaging these insurance products into the menu of services they offer.

3. Industry Guidelines

Demand for standards in the medical tourism industry has also prompted a response from the American Medical Association (AMA), which recently published what it calls the “first ever guidance on medical tourism.” The guidelines implore “employers, insurance companies, and other entities that facilitate or incentivize medical care outside the U.S.” to follow nine principles. For example, the AMA calls for all travel to be voluntary and instructs that financial incentives for patients “should not inappropriately limit the diagnostic and therapeutic alternatives that are offered to patients, or restrict treatment or referral options.”

Like the MTA’s certification program, the AMA’s guidelines aspire to “ensure the safety of patients considering traveling abroad for medical care.” The guidelines, of course, bind no one. But the AMA says that it will try to codify these guidelines by introducing model legislation to state legislators.

Of course, like the MTA, the AMA is not exactly an objective bystander. U.S. physicians may lose business to foreign providers, and the AMA has publicly cautioned medical tourists about the quality of care overseas. Nonetheless, the AMA has been a valuable counterpoint to the chorus of industry voices in the media that tend to downplay the risks of medical travel.

Finally, like the MTA’s certification program, the AMA’s guidelines are somewhat aspirational. For example, the AMA calls for companies to inform patients of “their rights and legal recourse prior to agreeing to travel outside the U.S. for medical care.” However, as I demonstrate throughout this Article, it is highly doubtful that most U.S. employers, insurers, or intermediaries know much about the medical malpractice systems in destination countries, as this information is elusive. Moreover, companies that try to inform patients of their
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legal rights in the United States cannot speak with much authority, given the uncertainty surrounding these issues and the lack of test cases. Nonetheless, as more and better information becomes available, parties should follow the AMA’s guidelines and disclose to patients the very real legal risks of having surgery overseas.

4. Other Responses

The private sector undoubtedly will conceive more creative ways to introduce standards and certainty to the medical tourism market, including ways for patients to mitigate their legal risks. Hopefully, these attempts move us toward a more equitable allocation of the legal risks and away from the current market allocation that shifts most of the risks to patients.654

For example, patients and intermediaries might agree contractually to resolve disputes through alternative dispute resolution, which could assure patients access to at least some realistic forum for redress. Intermediaries might also convince foreign providers to share the burdens of insuring against malpractice, contributing to a patient compensation fund, or perhaps funding alternative grievance procedures. Foreign providers might agree, for example, to compensate for specified losses, such as medical expenses, lost wages, and perhaps even limited payments for pain and suffering that are not available in some jurisdictions. These contributions would obviously raise the cost of medical tourism. But if foreign providers are going to avail themselves of patients from wealthier countries, they should understand that these patients probably expect larger recoveries.

Finally, a powerful tool may be negative publicity. As I have noted, negative publicity generated by medical malpractice suits could be catastrophic for foreign providers, especially if it jeopardizes contracts with U.S. insurers. In fact, demand for medical tourism services should be sensitive to perceptions of quality. High profile malpractice cases could discourage patients from going overseas.656 Unfortunately, there are few incentives in the industry that would encourage companies to publicize substandard quality care.657 Currently, we must rely on anecdotal media reporting and academic inquiries.

B. Public Sector Responses

Can the government respond to a medical tourism market that
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disproportionately allocates legal risks to patients? Before answering, we must note some limits to what the government might reasonably achieve. First, as I note elsewhere, the government would have a difficult time restricting patient travel (an admittedly unlikely option), or targeting advertising or other commercial speech by medical tourism companies. Legislatures might consider extending long-arm jurisdiction over providers or intermediaries located overseas, but the federal Due Process clause would limit its reach.

Elsewhere I have called for a variety of government efforts that would provide greater oversight of the employers, insurers, and intermediaries that arrange for patients to travel overseas. Rather than repeating those recommendations here, I focus solely on fairly reallocating the legal risks. I propose a combination of methods below that would ease legal impediments to suing in the United States and inform patients of the risks of agreeing to assert claims in foreign courts. Importantly, these options need not replace private sector efforts; public and private efforts should operate in tandem.

1. Impose Strict Liability

Governments could create vicarious, strict liability by statute for U.S. employers, insurers, or intermediaries that send patients overseas. For example, a medical tourist injured overseas could receive predetermined compensation based on the injury suffered, without needing to prove whether the provider or the intermediary was somehow negligent.

A vicarious strict liability regime could address several problems. First, vicarious liability would allocate legal responsibility to a U.S. company and thus avoid the burdens of suing in foreign jurisdictions or trying to sue foreign defendants here. Second, imposing strict liability would sidestep thorny legal questions of how to prove that either the provider or intermediary was negligent. Third, strict liability might also encourage employers, insurers, and intermediaries to choose foreign providers more carefully, monitor quality, and perhaps purchase insurance to cover injuries—these companies are also in a better position to regulate, confront, and negotiate with foreign providers. Thus, vicarious strict liability would not only reallocate the legal risks more fairly, but would more closely align the interests of patients and intermediaries. Currently, employers and insurers save money sending patients overseas without bearing many of the risks.

Though statutory strict liability might appeal here in theory, governments
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could find the system difficult to create and administer. Strict liability would require the government to administer a no-fault compensation system, much like our workers' compensation system or the no-fault system used to compensate for medical errors in New Zealand. The government would have to assign a range of remedies for a range of injuries, and most governments may be reluctant to devote the time and energy required to do so. Finally, as I have noted elsewhere, such heavy-handed approaches might have the perverse effect of driving medical tourism intermediaries overseas to less regulated jurisdictions.

2. Mandate or Encourage Insurance

Governments should consider requiring employers, insurers, or other intermediaries to insure patients against medical errors or other complications arising from surgery overseas. Such insurance might take several forms. First, the government could require intermediaries to purchase (or at least offer) individual insurance policies covering each medical tourist, much like the policies offered by Aos. For example, a U.S. insurer that contracts with a foreign hospital might purchase accident insurance covering each patient sent to that hospital. Patients could even select the precise coverage they desire, similar to the Aos policies. The government could mandate minimum coverage just as states mandate minimum automobile insurance. In the United Kingdom, the National Health Service encourages (but does not require) patients that travel to another EU member state for health care services under its E112 program to purchase insurance "to ensure any unforeseen emergencies are covered." Second, the government could require intermediaries to pay for all pre-screening or post-operative care that might be required in the United States, including any corrective treatments. This requirement would be a form of de facto insurance for patients injured overseas.

Although a mandate of either kind would increase the overall costs of the venture, it would better approximate the true risk tolerance of patients and would force suppliers of medical tourism services—both providers and intermediaries—to internalize more of the risks inherent in these transactions. Policymakers can require U.S. employers, insurers, or other intermediaries to pay for prescreening and post-operative care in the United States unless the company is able to procure an insurance policy meeting minimum standards.
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3. Invalidate Liability Waivers

Legislatures might also consider prohibiting releases and waivers of liability, thus allowing courts to iron out complicated questions of duty, fault, and causation raised by medical tourist arrangements. For example, in the clinical research context, Food and Drug Administration regulations prohibit informed consent documents from including "any exculpatory language through which the subject or the representative is made to waive or appear to waive any of the subject's legal rights." Some state laws also broadly prohibit contracts that exempt one party from responsibility for negligence or violations of law. Likewise, legislatures may simply decide that courts should resolve liability in medical tourist arrangements by removing the legal obfuscation created by releases and waivers.

Without such legislation, it is not clear whether releases and waivers of liability in medical tourism transactions are valid. In general, liability releases for medical negligence are invalid as being contrary to public policy. Under the seminal case, Tunkl v. Regents of the University of California, the California Supreme Court refused to enforce a release signed by a patient that absolved UCLA Medical Center from liability for negligence, on the basis of a state statute prohibiting such agreements. Releases in California are invalid only if they affect the public interest, and the court applied numerous factors to find that hospital-patient contracts do indeed affect the public interest. But because the public interest is an amorphous concept, and because the freedom to contract between patients and providers varies by circumstances, several jurisdictions have departed from Tunkl. Medical tourist arrangements also complicate this analysis because releases and waivers are being sought not only by foreign providers who may not be subject to U.S. jurisdiction, but by intermediaries who do not provide medical care and do not factor neatly into the Tunkl criteria. Legislation could render moot these uncertainties.

Such legislation would also respond to normative arguments that patients...
should be free to waive legal rights in exchange for less expensive health care. For example, in their new book, *Nudge*, Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein argue that patients should be allowed to waive the right to sue for medical malpractice, which would free them to negotiate for lower physician fees.\(^6\) Other scholars have also argued that in lieu of complete waivers, courts should enforce agreements by patients to lower providers’ ordinary standard of care.\(^7\)

However, even proponents of more moderate liability standards acknowledge that few courts currently support this position.\(^6\)\(^7\) And other scholars are poking holes in the wisdom of allowing patients to waive liability for malpractice, and even whether patients can or want to make these complex tradeoffs.\(^6\)\(^7\) Moreover, medical tourism complicates even this debate. Medical tourists do not exactly accept a lower standard of medical care by going overseas, but the standard might differ in tangible ways. Moreover, medical tourists may not be asked to waive liability completely, but simply agree to resolve disputes in foreign jurisdictions. This choice further complicates the question of whether medical tourists can make fully informed, rational, utility-maximizing decisions to waive legal recourse in the United States in exchange for less costly health care overseas. Again, legislation prohibiting such waivers or imposing strict, vicarious liability could render these difficult questions moot. Combined with a mandatory insurance requirement, the facilitators and suppliers in the medical tourism industry would also have to share the risks.

---


\(^6\)\(^7\) 676. See, e.g., Clark C. Havighurst, *Private Reform of Tort-Law Dogma: Market Opportunities and Legal Obstacles*, 49 Law & Contemp. Probs. 143 (1986). Note that Thaler, Sunstein, and Havighurst do not contemplate waivers in cross-border medical care arrangements and thus focus on advantages to be gained from bargaining within the U.S. health care system and its web of protective regulations.

\(^6\)\(^7\) 677. Mark A. Hall, *Paying for What You Get and Getting What You Pay For: Legal Responses to Consumer-Driven Health Care*, 69 Law & Contemp. Probs. 159, 177 (2006) (noting the distinction between patients agreeing to reduce the level of resources used versus the level of skill used by the provider).

Finally, perhaps the least ambitious but most realistic way to begin to reallocate the legal risks is to correct specific information asymmetries that contribute to the current misallocation of risks. Patients should know what legal recourse they will have under different medical tourism arrangements, particularly those that ask patients to waive various legal rights or litigate in a foreign jurisdiction. Patients should remain free to have surgery overseas—either of their own volition or at the behest of an employer or an insurer—but patients should fully appreciate what legal and regulatory protections they might be sacrificing.

In this spirit, the public sector could try to correct specific information asymmetries in the medical tourism market. For example, a government agency, commission, or perhaps even a multilateral organization like the WHO, might provide information to medical tourists and other payors regarding the legal and regulatory systems in destination countries. These groups could publish country-specific studies comparing foreign legal and regulatory systems and might disseminate the findings through websites, press releases, ad campaigns, targeted announcements, or other methods. For example, some news outlets have provided checklists and answers to frequently asked questions to potential medical tourists.\textsuperscript{679} The government might do the same, except that it could commission more robust data. Governments might even encourage companies that arrange for surgery overseas to disseminate these materials as part of a campaign to encourage full disclosure of the risks.

This method would preserve the status quo that allows patients to forego potential legal recourse in exchange for lower prices, except that it helps patients understand precisely what additional legal risks they are bearing. The current market discloses the legal risks in vague disclaimers loaded with legalese and potentially misleading reassurances that patients, ultimately, do have some legal recourse, somewhere. The government should provide this information because it is doubtful that the market alone will encourage companies to generate or disseminate complete and accurate information.

Under the status quo, some patients may fully appreciate the tradeoffs they are making. However, considering the minimal information available to them, I suspect the majority do not. And those that do not would benefit considerably from the prophylactic measures I propose. The government might supplement these measures with existing regulatory tools, such as consumer protection regulations, bans on unfair or deceptive trade practices, and the like.\textsuperscript{680} Requiring


\textsuperscript{680} Cortez, supra note 6, at 119-20.
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insurance and banning liability waivers would provide immediate protection for patients in these potentially unbalanced contractual relationships. Collectively, these measures could begin to reallocate more fairly the legal risks of medical travel.

CONCLUSION

This Article began with an ambitious but straightforward goal: to recalibrate the legal risks of cross-border health care by evaluating whether U.S. patients injured overseas have adequate legal recourse, either here or in one of four common destinations: India, Thailand, Singapore, and Mexico. The value, I hope, in covering these four separate jurisdictions is to fill a major void in the literature and give patients a sense of the variety of obstacles they might encounter when seeking legal recourse overseas. The decision to travel for medical care should accurately reflect patients' true risk tolerances, and providers and intermediaries in the industry should share the risks of these transactions. I also hope to encourage the industry to think more critically and creatively about how it might reallocate the legal risks, so they do not fall squarely on patients. In the long run, the industry would benefit from confronting these risks, rather than simply deflecting them to patients. Finally, for the policymakers, I hope to demonstrate how targeted intervention can fairly and efficiently redistribute the legal risks or at least enable patients to make more informed choices about traveling overseas.